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1 Introdu tion
Weather radars are useful tools for measuring pre ipitation for a variety of purposes. Radars

ombine high spatial

overage with temporal and spatial resolution,

produ ing frequent observations over large areas. Radar observations

an be used

in pre ipitation now asting and gathering of high resolution pre ipitation statisti s as well as in indire t appli ations su h as dete tion of super ooled water, hail
o

urren e and observation of severe weather su h as tornadoes (Battan 1973).
Radar ree tivity fa tor data is rarely used in its raw form, but is instead

ltered and manipulated to make the quantitative pre ipitation estimation (QPE)
more a

urate.

Depending on the appli ation, several

orre tion s hemes are ap-

plied to the data, in luding the removal of non-meteorologi al targets,
verti al prole of ree tivity (VPR), attenuation

orre tion for

orre tion et . Corre tion s hemes

signi antly improve data quality and thus radar performan e at ground level QPE.
Although the radar rainfall estimates are operationally obtained with a variety
of algorithms, a

orre tion for wind drift of pre ipitation between the radar

on-

tributing volume aloft and ground has re eived mu h less attention. In operational
radar systems it is assumed that hydrometeors fall verti ally to the ground and
thus, a radar measurement is representative for the geographi al lo ation below the
measurement.

However, e.g.

at 200 km distan e from the radar the radar beam

is approximately 3 km above the ground. With a horizontal wind of

10 ms

and fall

m
speed of 1 , the measured hydrometeors will be adve ted 30 kilometers from the
s
radar measuring lo ation during their fall time.
This study evaluates the errors in radar-based pre ipitation estimation at ground
level

aused by wind drift as well as examines in whi h

prevalent.

Previous studies have shown (e.g.

onditions the ee t is most

(Collier 1999)) that errors

aused

by wind drift are likely to be largest when high resolution measurements from areas of steep rainfall gradient are required. This suggests that in terms of rainfall,
now asting of intense rain events seems a likely appli ation for drift

orre tion.

In addition to rainfall produ ts, visibility estimates would also benet from wind
drift

orre tion. In

older

limates su h as that of Finland, among the most impor-

tant

auses of poor visibility is snowfall. As the terminal velo ity of snow parti les

is typi ally mu h smaller than that of rain, snow is prone to drift

onsiderable dis-

tan es. It is unlikely that any visibility produ t for high latitudes will be su
without wind drift

essful

orre tion of radar measurements. For these reasons this work

mainly

on erns wind drift in the

ase of snowfall and evaluation of wind drift in

rainfall was omitted as melting layer ee ts

ompli ate radar observations and there-

fore frustrate analysis. Previous studies have also shown that wind drift of rainfall
is unimportant for all but the highest of pre ipitation grid resolutions (Fabry et al.
1994).
In this work typi al wind drift distan es in Finnish

onditions are

omputed

using sounding data. Pre ipitation phase is estimated from the soundings in order
to assess its ee t on the drift distan e statisti s.
The ee t of wind drift on radar measurements is evaluated by applying a
traje tory-based

orre tion s heme to radar PPI images. The ee ts of traje tory-

orre tion are evaluated as a fun tion of range from radar and pre ipitation a
lation interval. The signi an e of

umu-

orre tion to pre ipitation events with dierent

spatial stru tures is also briey explored.
An attempt to estimate the relative error of pre ipitation wind drift to QPE
in the

ase of snowfall is made.

The magnitude of drift error is determined by

using known drifting distan es and the spatial stru ture of the pre ipitation eld.
This error is

ompared to other known sour es of error in order to evaluate the

ontribution of wind drift to QPE un ertainty.
In

hapter 2 a brief introdu tion to the basi s of pre ipitation measurements

using radar and rain gauges is given. The ee t of wind drift on radar observations
is analysed in

hapter 3.

The methodology to determine the wind drift and the

estimation of its statisti al distribution are assessed in hapters 4 and 5, respe tively.
In Chapter 6 the traje tory determination is applied to transferring the PPI images
to the ground level. The

ontribution of wind drift to the overall un ertainty of radar

observations is analysed in Chapter 7. The results of this work are summarized and
dis ussed in Chapter 8 with

on luding remarks and re ommendations. Appendi es

A and B present gures illustrating wind drift statisti s and
and un orre ted radar ree tivity time series, respe tively.

2

omparison of

orre ted

2 S ienti ba kground
2.1 Basi s of pre ipitation measurement by rain gauges and
radars
Traditionally, rainfall amounts are estimated using weather stations equipped with
weighing rain gauges. Sin e gauges measure the rainfall
the

losest representation of the real rain (and are often

Gauges

in situ

they are

onsidered

alled the ground truth).

an measure rainfall intensity with a maximum temporal resolution of ap-

proximately 1 minute. The maximum resolution in rainfall amount is generally in
the order of 0.1 mm.

Therefore rain gauges are a

urate enough to dete t most

types of rainfall, save for the very lightest drizzle (Goodison et al. 1997).
The main problem in using rain gauges is that while their temporal resolution
is often su ient, their spatial resolution is not. As gauge measurements are point
observations, one has to have a distribution of gauges in order to des ribe the spatial
stru ture of the rain.

The required spatial resolution (or gauge density) depends

on the situation. Available rain gauge networks rarely have the spatial resolution
required to study anything but the largest pre ipitating stru tures like fronts or
stratiform rain. In addition, the gauges are mostly lo ated near urban areas. This
makes the gauge network easier to maintain and enhan es resolution in populated
(and hen e important) areas. The drawba k is low
areas are large (as in Finnish Lapland) the low

overage in rural areas. If su h

overage

an result in bias in rainfall

statisti s and di ulties in hydrologi al fore asting and other publi
overage issue is even more severe in

servi es. The

oastal areas, as measurements from sea are

s ar e. Expanding the rain gauge network is

ostly,

onsidering that ea h weather

station requires maintenan e and above all infrastru ture to operate (Battan 1973).
To

ombat these limitations, weather radars are used to

networks. A radar

an measure rainfall within 250 kilometer radius from the radar

with a typi al spatial resolution of about
of

overage

omplement rain gauge

1

2
km . Separate s ans of the entire area

an be made on e every 5 minutes, giving the radar superior spatial and

temporal

overage as well as resolution. Radars

areas ina

essible to other instruments, thus providing often unique information. A

single radar

an

an be positioned so that they

over

over large swaths of water or wilderness, whi h would be impossible

or extremely di ult to

over with

in situ

measurements. Radars are also able to

provide short-term rainfall fore asts, whi h are important in predi tion of small-s ale

3

hazards, su h as lo al ooding due to intense rain (Battan 1973).

2.2 Un ertainties inherent in pre ipitation measurements
2.2.1 Radar ree tivity fa tor and Doppler velo ity
Radars use mi rowave radiation to infer properties of weather targets. Radar measures by sending a pulse of radiation, usually around 2

µs long, and listening for the

ba ks attering e hoes. From these e hoes, the targets' range and dire tion

an be

measured as well as a number of target parameters, the number of whi h depends
on the features of the radar. The most
tate the antenna with

ommon s anning strategy is simply to ro-

onstant angular velo ity and elevation angle, produ ing a

PPI (Plan Position Indi ator) data le. The PPI image displays radar returns as a
fun tion of range and azimuth (Battan 1973).
A typi al modern monostati

radar

onsists of a paraboli

transmitter and re-

eiver antenna produ ing a pen il-shaped beam. The width of the beam depends on
the radius of the antenna dish and the wavelength used, but is generally approxi-

◦
mately 1 . The on-beam resolution is determined by the pulse length with a typi al
value of 500 meters. For a radar with these spe i ations, this translates to a spatial
resolution of about

0.5

2

km

at 50 kilometer distan e and

1.7

km

2

at 200 kilometer

distan e. The volume from whi h the ba ks attered radiation originates at a given
instant is

alled the

ontributing volume.

Ea h radar measurement is in reality a set of independent pulses from whi h
the parameters are

al ulated statisti ally.

This improves the reliability of radar

measurements.
In its basi

form a radar measures only the power of the radiation s attered

ba k by the targets. An equation is therefore needed to relate the power to target
hara teristi s. This equation is

alled the radar equation, and

an be expressed in

a simplied form as follows (Austin 1987):

P̄r =
Here

P̄r

is the average re eived power,

related to the radar,
agation and

CkZ
r2

r

k

C

(2.1)
is a

onstant

ontaining parameters

is two-way signal attenuation along the path of beam prop-

is range from radar. The most important parameter however is

Z

or

the radar ree tivity fa tor. When the radar wavelength is mu h larger than the
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ir umferen e of the s atterers (Rayleigh s attering domain),

Z

an expressed as a

fun tion of s atterer properties, namely (Battan 1973):

Z=

X

Di6

(2.2)

Vc

where

P

is the number of the sixth powers of s atterer diameters (D ) in the

tributing volume. Sin e
den y), a logarithmi

Z

D

an have a wide range of values (due to the

derivative of it is

6

on-

- depen-

ommonly used:

dBZ = 10 log10

Z
6
1 mm
m3

The s atterers are usually assumed to be water in the form of raindrops or
droplets, and therefore the radar signal pro essors use the diele tri
expli itly shown in Eq. 2.1) of liquid water to

ompute

Z.

loud

onstant (not

However, mi rowaves

are s attered by a variety of targets, su h as birds, inse ts, areas of gradient in air
refra tive index, tall masts et . Even in the absen e of non-meteorologi al targets the
ba ks attered signal

an (and frequently will in high latitudes) originate from snow.

Problems introdu ed by snow are dis ussed in more detail in se tion 2.4.
measuring targets that are not liquid water, the measured

Z

When

is stri tly speaking

Ze ,

meaning (water) equivalent radar ree tivity fa tor (Battan 1973).
The phase shift between the transmitted and re eived radar signals
to estimate the target's velo ity.

Radar signals are ele tromagneti

an be used
waves, and

therefore experien e Doppler shift in their frequen y when s attered by a moving
target.

The velo ity of the target

an be

al ulated from the asso iated phase

dieren e.
The phase dieren e is however a
biguous.

y li

measure and therefore inherently am-

For this reason the measured dieren es are assumed to be along the

]−180◦ , 180◦],
and T the sam-

shortest path, meaning all phase dieren es are taken to be between
or in terms of velo ity,



λ
λ
− 4T
, 4T



. Here

λ

is the radar wavelength

pling interval. This means that any phase shift (and therefore velo ity) beyond this
interval is in orre tly represented.

The maximum unambiguous velo ity is

alled

the Nyquist velo ity and is a fun tion of the pulse repetition frequen y PRF (rays
per se ond) and wavelength of the radar (Battan 1973):

λ
VN = ± P RF
4
5

(2.3)

It should be noted however, that only the radial velo ity

omponent, parallel to

the radar beam, is measured. For this and other reasons, the true three-dimensional
wind eld
tional

annot be

al ulated using observations from a single radar. With addi-

onstraints (su h as linearity of the wind eld and small verti al motions),

the lo al wind eld

an be estimated using dierent methods.

portantly, the verti al wind prole

Perhaps most im-

an be estimated using a method

alled Volume

Velo ity Pro essing (VVP) (Waldteufel and Corbin 1979).
As ea h radar measurement is in reality an average over several independent
pulses, the velo ity distribution in ea h volume

an be estimated. From this distri-

bution, the mean radial velo ity (Doppler velo ity)

an be

al ulated, as well as the

standard deviation of the distribution. The standard deviation is

alled the velo ity

spe trum width (or simply spe trum width), and is a measure of turbulen e, wind
shear and antenna rotation within the measuring volume (Battan 1973).

2.3 Issues in radar derived rain rate
As mentioned earlier,

Z

is related to the amount of water in the

ontributing volume.

This relation is ambiguous, however, sin e dierent drop size distributions (DSD)
an result in an equal value of

Z,

This means that the exa t water
annot be dedu ed from the

Z

as

an be seen from its denition (Eq.

ontent or rain rate in the

2.2).

ontributing volume

value alone. Unless the DSD is known,

Z

an only

be interpreted as the relative rainfall intensity within the same DSD domain. This
is perhaps the most fundamental
The problem
fall types and

an be partially

hallenge in using radar to estimate rain.
ir umvented by measuring DSDs in dierent rain-

onstru ting what are

alled Z(R) relations for the rainfall types in

question. The relationships are in the form of

Z = aRb

, where

a and b are

depending on the DSD (and therefore rainfall type). They are

onstants

al ulated dire tly

from the measured DSDs or estimated by measuring rain with both radar and rain
gauges, and

omparing ree tivities and gauge measurements. The latter method,

however, is sensitive to errors in both measurement systems i.e.

b

may then

oe ients

a

and

ontain other inuen ing fa tors than those originating from the DSD

alone (Battan 1973).
Similar relationships
are

alled

Ze (S)

an be

al ulated also for solid state pre ipitation. These

relationships, but are less useful than Z(R) relationships for a

number of reasons, some of whi h are dis ussed in se tion 2.4.
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Even when using these relationships, in order to quantitatively measure pre ipitation, its type and stru ture has to be known

a priori, whi

h limits the usefulness of

those relationships. There are many relationships in literature for dierent geographi al areas, dierent pre ipitation types, dierent radars et . For further dis ussion
on Z(R) relationships see e.g.
mu h the given relations

Battan (1973).

Quite often it is not known how

ontain ee ts of system errors in addition to the natural

variation of the pre ipitation.
The measuring geometry of the radar must also be taken into a
estimating rainfall. Curvature of the Earth and atmospheri

ount when

refra tion usually

ause

the radar beam to dee t upwards relative to the ground. The exa t height of the
radar beam depends on the range from the radar and the verti al stru ture of the
atmospheri

refra tive index.

When

onditions for anomalous propagation exist

(su h as surfa e temperature inversion), the path of the radar beam
omplex.

In normal

radar beam height

onditions, and when approximate results are su ient, the

an be expressed as (Battan 1973):

h(r) = h0 + r sin(α) +
Here

h0

is the radar altitude,

radar beam elevation angle and
oe ient

γ

r2
2Re

r is range from the
Re = γR where R

is introdu ed to take atmospheri

in standard atmosphere translates to
tions

an be very

γ ≈

(2.4)

radar along ground,

α

is the

is the radius of Earth.

refra tion into a

The

ount. Refra tion

4
. In total, typi al atmospheri
3

ondi-

ause the beam to as end as if the Earth radius was one third larger with no

refra tion.
This upward dee tion has two

onsequen es. Firstly, the radar does not measure

rainfall at ground level. Depending on the distan e from radar, the beam height
be anything from hundreds of meters to few kilometers.
ertain height

an

The rain measured at a

an undergo growth or dissipation pro esses whi h

ause dieren es

between the measured rainfall intensity at ground level and aloft. For this reason,
a verti al prole of ree tivity (VPR)
extrapolating the measured

Z

orre tion must be applied.

This means

to the ground level using estimated VPR below ea h

lowest elevation radar measurement.
The se ond

onsequen e is wind drift. The rainfall measured by radar is generally

assumed to fall verti ally to the same horizontal lo ation where the

orresponding

ree tivity was measured, either immediately or after some assumed fall time. While
this

ertainly is the

ase when winds are negligible, or the radar beam is very near
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to the ground, a signi ant non-zero wind eld will adve t the rain downwind. The
extent of the drift depends on the radar measuring height (and therefore distan e
from the radar), the prevailing winds and the fall speed of pre ipitation. The ee t
of wind drift on radar measurement geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The two problems

aused by beam height are not independent. VPR

orre tion

s hemes assume that ree tivity proles are indeed verti al. In reality, the proles
should be evaluated along the paths of falling pre ipitation, or fall streaks (see
se tion 3.1) . When strong winds are present, these paths are not verti al but slanted,
whi h introdu es error in a VPR

orre tion (unless the VPR shape is horizontally

homogeneous).

Figure 2.1 S hemati diagram showing measuring geometry of a radar - rain gauge
pair. Adve tion with wind auses the gauge to measure pre ipitation not originating
from immediately above. Figure adapted from Rasmussen et al. (2003).

2.4 Errors in snowfall measurements
Snowfall is generally more di ult to measure than rain for all instruments, both

situ

in

and with remote sensing su h as radar.

As radar rain estimates are based primarily on ree tivity, the measurements are
sensitive to parti le sizes and ele tromagneti
rain in the

properties. Let us rst

onsider liquid

ontributing volume. Surfa e tension tends to keep raindrops roughly

spheri al (or ellipsoid) during their fall. Moreover, the density of water is pra ti ally
onstant in atmospheri
and its water

ontent

onditions. This means that the relation between drop size

an be rather a

urately established. This redu es the problem

8

of volume water

ontent to merely estimation of the DSD (although this problem is

by no means simple). Rain intensity estimation requires additional knowledge in the
form of raindrop fall speeds, but they

an be related to drop size, and therefore DSD

(see se tion 3.3). Estimation of snowfall is however a mu h more
In

ontrast to liquid water, snow is far from homogeneous. Depending on the

onditions in whi h the solid pre ipitation formed, it
olumns, plates, graupel, hail or some

an take the form of dendrites,

ombination thereof. Ea h form has distin t

properties, su h as density and shape. Therefore the water
not a simple fun tion of its size, even if the size

or water

ontent in the

ontent of a snowake is

an be meaningfully dened. From

this it follows that there is no simple relation between

Ze

omplex problem.

ontributing volume. In the

Ze

and the asso iated snow

ase of nonspheri al s atterers,

depends on the orientation and shape of the s attering parti les. For this reason

one needs additional

onstraints (su h as randomly distributed orientations) to solve

the s attering properties of irregular parti les. However, it has been shown (Smith
1984) that for small snowakes ( ompared to the radar wavelength) the irregularities
in snowake shape are irrelevant and the akes

an be handled as spheres of equal

mass. Thus, similarly to rainfall, water equivalent snowfall rate (S in
estimated from the measured radar ree tivity fa tor as a
that the parti le size distribution (PSD) is known or

S(Ze )

mm
)
hr

an be

relation, provided

an be estimated (e.g. Sekhon

and Srivastava (1971)).
The presen e of hail introdu es another problem that is ex lusive for solid state
pre ipitation.
antly large

Unlike raindrops and most snowakes, hailstones

an grow signi-

ompared to the typi al weather radar wavelengths. The wavelength

of a C - band radar is approximately 5

m, and hailstones of similar size o

ur o -

asionally. For these large parti les, the Rayleigh s attering approximation is not
valid. This

auses pre ipitation rates to be ome unrealisti ally high in the presen e

of hail (assuming Rayleigh - approximation is valid), a phenomenon

alled hail

ontamination.
It should also be noted that ree tivities between raindrops and snow are not
omparable, as snow and water have dierent diele tri

onstants and therefore

dierent s attering properties even assuming they are of similar shape (Smith 1984).

2.4.1 Snow and rain gauges
Rain gauges have their own sour es of error when measuring snow. Weighing gauges
typi ally measure snow by melting the

at h at regular intervals and measuring the

9

water equivalent.

This removes the problem of diering densities, as all types of

snow are redu ed to water and snowfall intensities to

orresponding rainfall inten-

sities. The problem in this approa h is that while it makes dierent snowfall types
omparable, the dierent properties of snowakes are lost. The water equivalent is
not very useful to most appli ations, as it

annot be immediately related to more

meaningful quantities, su h as snow depth or density.

A more severe problem in gauge measurements of snow is the snowakes' low
fall speed and small mass

ompared to raindrops. These

ause snow to be highly

sus eptible to small s ale turbulen e, whi h is a severe problem with gauge measurements of snow. Even when properly positioned, the gauge itself produ es turbulen e
that ae ts the paths of falling snowakes (usually guiding the snowakes over or
around the gauge) and
snowfall

auses errors in snowfall measurements. Moreover, measured

an result from snow already fallen to the ground elsewhere but lifted ba k

into the air by wind. These problems

an be partially solved using wind shields in

onjun tion with the gauges. Shields attempt to mitigate the ee ts of turbulen e
and make the measurements more representative.

There is however a number of

dierent wind shield types in use and the optimal shielding

onguration depends

on the properties of the gauge and its surroundings.

Systemati

errors

aused by wind and turbulen e in rease with wind speed. In

WMO Solid Pre ipitation Measurement Inter omparison (Goodison et al. 1997) the
errors

aused by wind and turbulen e on gauge measurements of snow were evalu-

ated. In the study several types of rain gauge wind shields were

ompared against

the Double Fen e Inter omparison Referen e (DFIR), whi h is a Tretyakov -shielded
rain gauge equipped with a wind shield and two o tagonal outer fen es of dierent
heights.

This setup is

urrently

onsidered to give the best estimate for ground

pre ipitation. The bias of a gauge is des ribed by its
measurement (in this
vided by the

at h ratio, whi h is the gauge

ase the Finnish standard, a Tretyakov - shielded gauge) di-

orresponding DFIR measurement. Fig. 2.2 shows the

Tretyakov gauges as a fun tion of wind speed at gauge level. The
therefore a

at h ratio of

at h ratio (and

ura y) de reases signi antly when even weak winds are present. The

at h ratio depends also on the air temperature, but this ee t was deemed

om-

paratively small for snow events, although be oming more important in wet snow
(Goodison et al. 1997). The

omplete formula for Tretyakov-shielded gauge

ratio in snow is

10

at h

Figure 2.2 Comparison of at h ratio between a shielded Tretyakov gauge and

DFIR as a fun tion of wind speed at gauge level. Underestimation bias in reases
rapidly with wind speed. The urve is omputed from snow events with a maximum
daily temperature of -10 ◦ C. Figure adapted from Goodison et al. (1997).

CR = 103.10 − 8.67W + 0.30Tmax
Here CR is abbreviation of

at h ratio,

Ws

(n = 394, r = 0.66)

is mean wind speed and

maximum temperature in degrees Celsius. From Eq. 2.5 one
dieren e in the maximum air temperature results in 3%

Tmax

is daily

an see that 10 degree
hange in

m
whereas 1
dieren e in wind speed results in approximately 9%
s
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(2.5)

at h ratio,

hange.

3 The ee t of wind drift on radar observations
3.1 Ee t of wind shear on drifting
As mentioned earlier, wind drift is dened as the amount of horizontal displa ement
of pre ipitation between the radar
ation on the ground.
pre ipitating

orresponding lo-

There are two ways to approa h the problem. Consider a

loud measured at a

falling from the

ontributing volume and the

ertain height from the ground. Hydrometeors

loud are subje ted to wind drift and are displa ed horizontally.

If there is no verti al wind shear, i.e.

the wind eld is

onstant during the fall,

the hydrometeors move at the same horizontal speed as the pre ipitating
there is no apparent drift (relative to the measured

loud and

loud). In this

ase, the point

where the pre ipitation rea hes ground is always dire tly below the

loud. It would

be tempting to dedu e that wind drift is trivial in su h a
ipitation fall time the

ase, but during the pre-

loud may have undergone pro esses that have

hanged its

properties, su h as the DSD. For this reason the drops measured on the ground do
not ne essarily represent the
A

loud immediately above.

onstant wind eld is rare in nature, however. In the atmospheri

layer the wind prole is

boundary

ommonly approximated by the Ekman-Taylor spiral, mean-

ing wind gets weaker and turns to the left towards the ground. Using this model
requires information about the terrain and atmospheri

stati

fore is rarely useful in wind drift studies. A simpler model of

stability, and thereonstant verti al wind

shear is generally used in the absen e of better estimations. In this simpli ation,
the wind prole is a linear fun tion of height, from zero at ground level to

Vmax

at

some referen e height.
With a

onstant verti al wind shear, hydrometeors higher from the ground move

at faster speeds than those below, resulting in a

urved traje tory. A straightforward

mathemati al analysis shows that the traje tories are paraboli
(see e.g.

Gunn and Marshall (1955)).

in respe t to height

Be ause of this non-linearity, the lo ation

where pre ipitation rea hes the ground is in fa t never dire tly below the originating
loud.

Moreover, there are two possible lo ations for the pre ipitation at ground

level depending on how we dene the problem, apparent in Fig.

3.1.

If we are

interested in where the pre ipitation will fall from the measured

loud, we must

follow the traje tories of individual hydrometeors, denoted with dashed lines in the
gure.

On the other hand, if we want to know where the pre ipitation is falling
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at the instant of the measurement, we must follow what are
denoted with solid lines.

These lines represent a snapshot of the hydrometeors

falling from the same part of the
pre ipitation) at a

alled fall streaks,

loud (or generating element within large s ale

ertain instant.

The dieren e between the two is that while

traje tories are paths of single hydrometeors as they fall, fall streaks are formed
by

onne ting hydrometeors released from the same origin at dierent times. If we

follow the nomen lature introdu ed by Mittermaier et al. (2004), the
traje tories and fall streaks are

alled prognosti  and diagnosti , respe tively.

The separation of traje tories and fall streaks depends on the
system. Relative to the

ases involving

loud the two

hoi e of

oordinate

on epts appear as one.

Figure 3.1 A linear wind prole with the orresponding traje tories and fall streaks.

Hydrometeors are released at regular intervals from a point sour e. Dashed lines
represent traje tories of individual hydrometeors. Solid lines are fall streaks, representing the urrently falling hydrometeors at ea h instant. The hydrometeor fall
speed is assumed to be 1 m/s. Figure adapted from Marshall (1953).
Fall streaks are most prominent when there is an isolated sour e of rain, su h
as a lone but intense
with the naked eye.

umulonimbus

loud. O

asionally streaks

an be seen even

When there is a su iently strong wind the streaks

an be

seen bending ba kwards as they approa h ground, very mu h like in the simplied
model. A light rain event with visible fall streaks is presented in Fig. 3.2.
Now suppose we have a rain gauge in the path of the pre ipitating
intend to

loud and we

ompare radar and gauge measurements. The radar is therefore measuring

exa tly above the gauge. Be ause of the wind shear, the surfa e pre ipitation follows
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Figure 3.2 Fall streaks photographed at Viikki, Helsinki on 13. June 2009. Rainfall
is light with low terminal fall speed, produ ing notable streaks. Note the nearly
paraboli streak shape.

the

loud with a

ertain lag, whi h depends on hydrometeor fall speed, wind speeds

and fall height. If we measure rain in the leading edge of the loud with a radar, there
isn't ne essarily any pre ipitation on the ground immediately below. For this reason
we have two

oni ting measurements, one from the radar whi h sees pre ipitation,

and other from the gauge whi h sees nothing. This edge ee t is

aused by the

verti al wind shear and nite hydrometeor fall time. Even when the rain has rea hed
the gauge, the radar measurement dire tly above the gauge does not represent the
pre ipitation measured at ground level whi h leads to dis repan ies, for example
when estimating Z(R) - relationships.

3.2 Dependen e on temporal and spatial resolution of observations
Let us assume we want to measure

umulative pre ipitation at a

ertain point on

the ground, using radar and a rain gauge in the same manner as in se tion 3.1.
For illustration purposes,
rain

onsider the following simplied model of an approa hing

loud. We have a pre ipitating

speed.

loud at

ertain height, moving at a

The pre ipitation eld is taken to be spatially uniform.

sake, the wind is taken to be non-existent below the
that are linear but slanted ba kwards.

onstant

For simpli ity's

loud, produ ing fall streaks

Furthermore, let us assume that both the
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radar and the gauge measure rain perfe tly, meaning that all dieren es between
the two measurements are solely

aused by the wind drift of pre ipitation.

previously explained, there will be an initial dis repan y in the measured

As

umulative

pre ipitation between the two instruments, the amount of whi h depends on the
magnitude of the drift. This dis repan y be omes relatively smaller with time, on e
the pre ipitation has rea hed the gauge. This is essentially the edge ee t mentioned
in se tion 3.1, and is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 The relative dieren e between umulative rain gauge and radar mea-

surements from the same horizontal lo ation as a fun tion of time. The lag in pre ipitation fall streaks rea hing the ground auses the dierent measured a umulations.
Dierent lines represent dierent radar measuring heights with greater height produ ing larger wind drift. Wind speed is assumed to be 10 m/s at generating level
height and zero elsewhere. Hydrometeors are taken to be snow with a fall speed of 1
m/s.
The presented model is extremely simple, but
the errors

learly demonstrates the fa t that

aused by wind drift depend on the time spans in question. While instan-

taneous measurements would
is not at all

lear when

ertainly benet from wind drift orre tion, the benet

onsidering longer time s ales. In the example in Fig. 3.3,

after approximately three hours the ground measurements
lowest fall heights all a

orresponding the three

ount for 90% of the radar-measured pre ipitation. On the

other hand, it takes from about 15 to 90 minutes for the ground-level measurements
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with lowest three fall heights to a

umulate 80% of the radar pre ipitation. This

points to the fa t that while now asting appli ations su h as lo al visibility produ ts
ould be improved with wind drift

orre tion, produ ts

overing longer time spans

su h as daily pre ipitation statisti s would benet little.

It would seem natural that the errors

aused by wind drift in rease when the

spatial resolution of the rainfall measurements is in reased. For end-user produ ts
the rainfall elds are given in grids of varying spatial resolution. For a given wind
eld and radar measuring height, one
hara teristi

an

al ulate the mean drifting distan e, or

drift, for a given area and hydrometeor type. If the

is mu h smaller than the grid resolution, drift is unlikely to
pre ipitation eld. On the other hand, if the

hara teristi

hara teristi

drift

hange the resulting

drift is larger than grid

resolution, a grid square will re eive very little of the pre ipitation above, whi h
suggests errors in radar estimated rainfall amounts.

Collier (1999) studied radar rainfall data with dierent grid resolutions. It was
found out, that while redu ing the grid square size from
a

ura y, further redu tion to

≈1

5

km to

2

km did in rease

km resulted in no improvement. This a

ura y

saturation when in reasing the grid resolution was attributed to wind drift. Similar
observations were made by La k and Fox (2007). Harrold et al. (1975)
that radar measurements over a point are least a
whi h provide an a

urate, in

on luded

ontrast to rain gauges

urate point measurement.

In addition to the resolution of observations, the stru ture of the pre ipitation
eld itself is a fa tor when determining the ee t of wind drift.

The amount of

horizontal variability in the pre ipitation eld is dire tly proportional to the error
due to wind drift. Areas of high pre ipitation intensity gradient are most prone to
errors due to wind drift. On the other hand, an ideal homogeneous pre ipitation
eld is error-free, no matter how strong the winds are. Large s ale stratiform rain
is therefore least ae ted by drift, whereas in

onve tive pre ipitation the ee t is

most pronoun ed. Despite this, even stratiform pre ipitation is not without edges
and internal stru ture. Even if pre ipitation is stratiform at ground level, it is in
most

ases produ ed by distin t generating

ells aloft (Marshall 1953).

For this

reason, the problem of wind drift is present in pra ti ally all pre ipitation types.
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3.3 Wind drift and hydrometeor fall speed
The amount of wind drift in pre ipitation is sensitive to hydrometeor terminal fall
speed. In general

ase, fall speed of hydrometeors relative to the ground depends

on hydrometeor phase, parti le size, surrounding air density and possible updrafts.
There is no analyti al solution in the general ase, although formulas that apply for a
ertain hydrometeor type and diameter interval have been developed. For example,
the following formulae were presented by Atlas et al. (1973):

Vrain (D)[ cm
]
s

= 965 − 1030e−6D , 0.06cm < D < 0.58cm

Vsnow (D)[ cm
] = 207D 0.31
s
From Eq. 3.1 it

(3.1)

an be seen that the raindrop fall speed has an asymptote at

large drop sizes, while for snow the fall speed in reases monotoni ally. The main
reason is that raindrops have an upper bound in drop size be ause surfa e tension
be omes relatively weaker with in reasing drop diameter. This

auses drops to split

into smaller ones after a

an grow very large,

ertain size. In

ontrast, i e parti les

owing their maximum pra ti al size to atmospheri

onditions rather than parti les

themselves, thanks to their solid nature.
Even if the relation between the hydrometeor size and the fall speed is known (or
assumed), the DSD of the pre ipitation has to be taken into a
with real pre ipitation.

As hydrometeor sizes follow a

ount when dealing

ertain distribution, there

is also a distribution of fall speeds within the pre ipitation. Lower speed enables
hydrometeors to spend more time airborne and therefore adve t further in respe t to
the originating

loud. For this reason traje tories and fall streaks are not identi al

even within a single generating element and fall streaks tend to fan out as they
approa h ground. This ee t is

alled drop sorting be ause, at ground level, larger

raindrops that fall faster appear at the front edge of a moving fall streak, after whi h
the average drop size de reases. Drop sorting is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Although snowakes

an be ome larger than raindrops in terms of parti le di-

ameter, the fall speed of snow is rather low and roughly independent of ake size
(see Fig. 4.2), as seen from Eq. 3.1 (as
variation in snowake fall speeds

Vsnow ∝

√
3

Dsnow ).

This is why there is less

ompared to raindrops. In

on lusion, size sorting

is less pronoun ed in snowfall although the wind drift distan es are longer than with
rainfall.
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Figure 3.4 Trail measured by a verti ally pointing radar with prevailing winds V~

and with the speed of the generating ell V~sr . Wind shear auses the paraboli fall
streak shape. Note the intense ore of large raindrops (near left side of the fall streak
at loud level and right side near ground) whi h is less ae ted by wind shear. Figure
adapted from Fabry (1993).

The degree of riming (and therefore density) of solid pre ipitation also ae ts
its fall speed. Rimed parti les like graupel suer less air resistan e relative to their
mass and have higher fall speeds than aggregate snow.
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4 Methodology to determine hydrometeor traje tories
4.1 Determining hydrometeor fall speeds
Fall speed is of utmost importan e when estimating pre ipitation drift distan es.
There are essentially two ways to determine fall speeds, either measure them dire tly
or estimate the PSD of the pre ipitation and apply a known fall speed formula to
yield the velo ity distribution.
The PSD approa h is di ult for a number of reasons.

Measuring PSD di-

re tly requires spe ialized equipment, namely disdrometers. There are two major
disdrometer types, impa t and imaging. Impa t disdrometers measure drop sizes by
measuring the verti al momentum of the falling parti le and

onverting it into par-

ti le size. Imaging disdrometers essentially take photographs of falling pre ipitation
and parti le sizes are determined from the images.
Impa t disdrometers are unable to measure snow be ause of the low fall speed and
ambiguous size - fall speed relation. Imaging disdrometers are able to dierentiate
between dierent pre ipitation types, but these instruments are un ommon and data
for this study was not readily available. Even for imaging disdrometers the PSD in
snowfall is di ult to measure, sin e they essentially see a 2D shadow of the parti le
instead of the full 3D stru ture (Löer-Mang and Joss 2000). This poses a serious
problem when the measured parti les are highly irregular, as aggregated snowakes
often are.
Fall speed formulas are dened relative to the air surrounding the falling parti le.
In order to estimate the fall speed relative to the ground (or ee tive fall speed),
updraft velo ities should be a

ounted for. The magnitude of updrafts varies greatly

from several meters per se ond in pre ipitating

umulus

louds to

entimeters per

se ond in stratiform pre ipitation. The problem is that verti al air motion is a very
di ult quantity to measure or even estimate indire tly.
In this study a verti ally measuring Doppler radar was used to measure the
parti le fall velo ities.

This method was

hosen for a number of reasons.

a Doppler radar, both the Doppler velo ity and velo ity spe trum width
measured as a fun tion of height.

With
an be

From this it follows that measurements from

summertime pre ipitation produ e velo ities for both rain and snow, simplifying
the analysis.

Furthermore, the measured Doppler velo ities in lude possible air
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motion and therefore represent the ee tive fall speeds relative to the ground. The
spe trum width is an indi ator of s atter in the fall speeds and

an be used in error

estimation.
A possible downside is that the Doppler velo ities are ree tivity weighed averages over parti les in the

ontributing volume. Therefore large parti les

ontribute

more to the velo ity spe trum and the Doppler velo ity is larger than the arithmeti
mean of the velo ities.
To determine fall speeds for rain and snow, velo ity data from 6 was used days
from the Järvenpää (verti ally looking) Doppler radar, operated by University of
Helsinki.

The data

onsisted of 6318 individual beams in eight data sets with a

ombined duration of approximately 24 hours. Ea h data set was measured during
stratiform summertime pre ipitation, and in luded the Doppler velo ity and spe trum width as a fun tion of time and height. An example of a time - height indi ator
s an produ ed by the radar is presented in Fig. 4.1.
To dierentiate between rain and snow, and to get deeper insight on how the fall
speed behaves as a fun tion of temperature, a verti al temperature prole was extra ted from a nearby sounding for ea h data set. Soundings were made at Jokioinen
observatory, approximately 100 kilometers from the radar site. For ea h dataset, the
most representative sounding was
took pla e within 4 hours from the

hosen. The majority of the radar measurements
orresponding sounding. The soundings should

therefore represent the verti al temperature stru ture at the radar site fairly well.
To relate the measured fall speed and spe trum width with temperature, the
temperature proles were used to interpolate temperatures to the radar measurement levels. Then ea h level was averaged to a quire the mean fall speed for the
temperature in question. The same treatise was applied to spe trum width data.
This was done to all data sets separately, yielding eight dierent fall speed and spe trum width proles. In Fig 4.2 the measured fall speeds and spe trum widths for
ea h

ase are plotted against the extra ted temperatures at the radar measurement

levels.
Fig 4.2 shows that the fall speed behaviour of snow is nearly similar in ea h
ase. In all

ases the fall speed of snow is nearly independent of temperature (and

therefore height). There are, however, quite large dieren es in the snow ake size
distributions between the

ases, as indi ated by the diering fall speeds in the rain

below the freezing level. This supports the argument that the fall speed of snow has
very little variation from one pre ipitation event to another. The rather low and
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Figure 4.1 Time - height indi ator diagram of Doppler velo ity produ ed by the

Järvenpää Doppler radar from 12. September 2007. Light yellow olours indi ate
small fall speeds (snow), dark red olours indi ate higher speeds (rain). Speeds for
the lowest altitudes are not measured. This is done to prevent damage to the signal
re eiver by powerful return signals from s atterers very near to the radar.

onsistent spe trum width values above the freezing level also suggest that there is
only a weak relation between the snow ake size and fall speed. The data presented
here suggests that snow has a

onstant fall speed of about

1 ms

and a spe trum width

m
of about 0.3 . A more pre ise formula for fall speed would be a linear t in the form
s
m
T m
of Vs (T ) = −1.5
+ 20
. For simpli ity, the onstant value used in this study.
s
s◦ C
Rain below the freezing level exhibits very dierent fall speeds. The speeds vary
from around

−3 ms

to

− 7 ms

and are nearly

onstant after snowakes have melted

ompletely. The dierent fall speed proles for rain support the assumption that
raindrop fall speeds are more sensitive to DSD than those of snowakes. Spe trum
width proles are also more diverse in rain. For these reasons, a typi al fall speed for
rain is mu h more di ult to estimate even for a single rainfall type (here all
represent stratiform summertime pre ipitation). When averaged over all
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ases, the
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Figure 4.2 a) Measured Doppler fall speed as a fun tion of temperature extra ted

from the nearest sounding for ea h ase. In snow the proles are very uniform,
whereas in below the freezing level the proles separate. Dierent fall speeds in rain
are likely the result of diering DSDs. b) Measured spe trum width as a fun tion of
temperature for ea h ase. Spe trum width (and therefore variability in fall speed) is
noti eably smaller and uniform in snow than in rain.
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terminal fall speed for rain and the spe trum width are approximately

4.5 ms

and

1.0 ms , respe tively.

4.2 Sour es of wind data
A

urate depi tion of the four dimensional wind eld is of fundamental importan e

in reliable

al ulation of traje tories. There are two prin ipal sour es of wind in-

formation: dire t measurements and numeri al weather predi tion (NWP) model
elds. In this se tion the pros and

ons of dierent data sour es are dis ussed.

4.2.1 Dire t wind measurements
Wind eld

an be measured in two ways: using radiosonde soundings (

various remote sensing instruments.

Soundings are

in situ )

onsidered the most a

depi tion of the wind eld as wind speed and dire tion

or

urate

an be dire tly measured

from the movements of the sonde. Sondes typi ally measure wind from few hundred
meters to approximately 20 kilometers of altitude every few hundred meters. This
allows for a high resolution verti al wind prole from the boundary layer to the
stratosphere at the sounding lo ation.
The downside of soundings is the fa t that they are rather

ostly.

For this

reason the sounding lo ations are s ar e (in Finland, there are three lo ations) and
soundings are performed only every 12 hours. For weather statisti s and assimilation
for NWP fore asts this interval is appropriate and even mandatory as soundings
need to be syn hronised with global SYNOP observations. Sin e wind drift is most
important in events of short temporal s ale and large spatial resolution, soundings
are not su ient as the only sour e of wind information.
Doppler radars and wind prolers are the most

ommon remote sensing instru-

ments used to measure the wind eld. Both instruments are used in a very similar
manner and produ e a verti al wind prole at the lo ation of the instrument.
Wind prolers are essentially radars or sodars (Soni

Dete tion and Ranging)

designed to measure verti al wind proles. Their verti al resolution is
that of soundings, but they

omparable to

an measure wind proles with a mu h higher frequen y.

Their verti al extent and resolution depend on the used frequen y.

Tropospheri

wind prolers generally have operational range of 0.2 - 14 km (US EPA 2000). Sodarbased prolers are generally limited to observe the lower troposphere. Doppler radars
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an measure the lo al wind prole with the VVP method, and
of about 7 - 15 km, provided that s attering i e

an rea h altitudes

rystals rea h su h heights.

4.2.2 NWP model elds
NWP models produ e wind elds with varying spatial and temporal resolutions. In
this study HIRLAM MB71 (referred to as simply HIRLAM), an operational meso -

β

s ale weather fore asting model at FMI, was utilized (FMI 2008).
The integration area of HIRLAM spans the Northern Europe along with parts

of North-Western Russia.

◦
The model has grid resolution of 0.068 , and 60 verti-

al levels spanning from the ground level to approximately 40 kilometers of height.

◦
The 0.068 resolution translates to grid box size of roughly 7.5 km x 7.5 km over
Finland, with the size de reasing towards the poles. Verti al level spa ing in reases
from about 60 meters near the ground to more than 1 kilometer in the upper troposphere. With the model being used for weather fore asting, the majority of the
model levels are below the tropopause.

Fore asts are made four times a day at

00 UTC, 06 UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC. Ea h fore ast spans 54 hours, with rst
12 stored hours at one hour resolution and subsequently with 3 hour resolution.
Fore asts from ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore asts)
Integrated Fore ast System are used as boundary
stati , meaning a

onditions. The model is hydro-

elerations in the verti al dire tion are omitted.

There are several advantages in using model wind elds. The HIRLAM-produ ed
elds are readily available for pra ti ally every day of the model's operating time and
therefore are a reliable sour e of wind data. Moreover, the wind data is available with
a good and uniform horizontal resolution (the above mentioned 7.5 km) sin e the
model uses a rotated spheri al
at the equator.

oordinate system where Finland is approximately

As opposed to radar-based wind measurements, the reliability of

model winds is (in the s ope of this study) independent of geographi al lo ation,
and therefore no additional manipulation of the wind eld is required.
There are two prin ipal problems with HIRLAM-produ ed wind data. Firstly,
the wind elds are fore asts, and do not ne essarily represent the real wind. This
problem be omes more severe further from the model initialisation time. Se ondly,
the maximum temporal resolution of the model data is one hour, limiting the analysis
to weather systems of mesos ale and larger.
Both data sour es are useful, albeit for dierent purposes. In this study, soundings are used for limatologi al studies, whereas model winds are used in ase studies,
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where a

urate spatial representation of the wind eld (with satisfa tory temporal

resolution) is required.

4.3 Traje tory omputation method
When the pre ipitation fall speed, the originating height and the verti al wind prole
are known the traje tory of the hydrometeor

an be

omputed. The traje tory tells

us the parti le wind drift distan e relative to the original geographi

lo ation as a

fun tion of altitude. From the traje tory the displa ement (or wind drift distan e
when the parti le has rea hed the ground), whi h is generally the quantity of interest,
an be determined.
When the verti al wind prole is known, the traje tory

an be solved by simply

integrating the wind prole in respe t to time. In this study this is done separately
for the

u

and

v

wind

omponents:

X zi − zi−1  ui + ui−1 
∆X =
∆xi =
w(T )
2
Levels
Levels

X zi − zi−1 vi + vi−1 
X
∆Y =
∆yi =
w(T )
2
Levels
Levels
X

In the above equation
dire tions,

z

∆X

and

∆Y

(4.1)

(4.2)

are wind drift displa ements in

is height above ground and

u

and

v

are the wind

x

and

y

w

is

omponents.

the ee tive fall speed, whi h is a fun tion of pre ipitation phase, and

onsequently

temperature. In the formulas the wind speeds are dened at dis rete levels, whi h
is true for soundings and NWP data. The drifts are
the wind speed

hanges in a linear fashion between su

a simple average between the levels

omputed by assuming that
essive levels and therefore

an be used. This method yields satisfa tory

results if the verti al levels are su iently
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lose to one another.

5 Estimation of statisti al distribution of wind drift
in Finland
To evaluate the magnitude of wind drift in Finnish

onditions, a distribution of

drift displa ements as a fun tion of falling height was

ompiled.

Soundings were

hosen as the sour e of wind data, sin e they are the best available estimates of the
(lo al) verti al wind prole and are made at regular intervals. Soundings from two
lo ations in Finland (Jokioinen and Sodankylä) were used. Jokioinen is lo ated in
South-Western Finland while Sodankylä is lo ated in Lapland. The two lo ations
should therefore

over the whole range of Finnish wind

onditions fairly a

urately.

In order to produ e representative statisti s, all soundings from years 2007 and
2008 from both lo ations were obtained.

No attempt to identify whether there

was a tual pre ipitation during ea h day was made. Instead, for ea h sounding we
assume a hypotheti al hydrometeor that falls from a
phase transitions a
o

ertain altitude and undergoes

ording to the verti al temperature prole. As pre ipitation

ur in pra ti ally all synopti

weather

an

onditions (perhaps with the ex eption of

winter-time blo king high pressure) the omitting of pre ipitation dete tion should
not signi antly ae t the resulting distributions. The sounding data was a quired
from FMI's Climate Database.

5.1 The fall speed al ulation s heme
As soundings from all seasons are used, all phases of pre ipitation will be present.
Drift distan es depend on fall speed (and

onsequently hydrometeor type) and there-

fore a model of fall speed behaviour as a fun tion of hydrometeor phase must be
developed. In this study, a model based on melting level height and melting layer
depth was used. In the model, the melting level height has to full two

onditions;

Temperature at the level, and the average temperature below the level, must both
be greater than zero degrees Celsius. The highest altitude in whi h both
are true is dened as the melting level height.

onditions

The depth of the melting layer is

taken to be 700 meters ( oin iding with the typi al bright band width presented by
Pohjola (2003)). This s heme also estimates the pre ipitation phase at the ground
level, as it depends on the melting level height.
Above and below the melting layer the pre ipitation is respe tively either pure
snow or rain, and

onstant fall speeds presented in se tion 4.1 were used.
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In the

melting layer the pre ipitation is wet snow with varying proportions of water and
snow. Within the layer, fall speed is interpolated linearly:

Wsleet(h) = Wsnow +
In the above equation

hZ − h
(Wrain − Wsnow )
D0

hZ

hZ ≥ h ≥ (hZ − D0 )

is the height of the melting level and

D0 = 700

m.

5.2 Traje tory integration from sounding data
The drift distan e integration method used here is based on sounding measurements
of geopotential height

z,

wind speed

arbitrary measurement height is

V,

wind dire tion

θ

and temperature

hosen and drift displa ements are

T.

An

al ulated as-

suming that the hydrometeors fall from this height to the ground (dened as the
gpm = 0 isoline). The wind

omponents

u

and

v

(zonal and meridional) are

lated from sounding winds and drift distan es are a

umulated for ea h

al u-

omponent

over all sounding levels below the originating height using the Equations 4.1 and
4.2.
The fall speed

w is

al ulated from the temperature prole of the sounding using

the method des ribed in se tion 5.1. To simulate the un ertainty in the fall speed
estimate, the displa ements were

w + σw

and

w − σw

where

σw

al ulated with three fall speeds. namely

wmean

,

denotes the fall speed spe trum width. If we assume

the fall speeds to follow the Gaussian distribution, 68.2% of speeds will fall between
the values separated by

2σw .

between

al ulated displa ement values. It should be noted that

orresponding

Likewise, 68.2% of wind drift displa ements will fall

is dierent for rain and snow, and for sleet

σw

is interpolated in the same fashion

as fall speed (see Eq. 5.1). The possible error in wind estimates is
negligible and to

σw

onsidered to be

ontribute little to the overall error.

The quality of the sounding data

an vary greatly, and for this reason a rudi-

mentary data grooming s heme was applied. In order to be in luded in the analysis,
ea h sounding had to full three

onditions:

•

The lowest measurement altitude must not ex eed 400 meters.

•

The sounding must

•

The highest measurement altitude must ex eed the predetermined fall height.

onsist of at least 40 measurement altitudes.
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These

onditions were

hosen to ensure a dataset free of obvious measurement

errors (su h as failed sounding due to defe tive equipment). After the ltering, a
total of approximately 2650 soundings were available for drift displa ement
putations. The a tual number varies slightly with the
altitudes are more pi ky when it

om-

hosen fall height, as higher

omes to the third lter

ondition.

5.3 Results
The fall height is a fa tor when

al ulating wind drift distan es. As the identi ation

of true pre ipitation from the soundings is omitted, the
level height is also undened. Sin e we are

orresponding generating

onsidering the ee t of drift to radar

measurements, the radar beam height seems a logi al hoi e for the originating level
height. This way we

an

al ulate drift distan es as a fun tion of the height of a

hypotheti al radar measurement and

onsequently range from radar. Distan es used

range from 10 km to 250 km, the latter being the maximum measuring range of FMI
radars. The

orresponding fall heights are

omputed using equation 2.4, with the

radar height set to 0 m. The distributions are

al ulated separately for rain, sleet

and snow. The pre ipitation phase is identied from the verti al temperature prole
using equation 5.1.
The radar beam height depends on the antenna elevation angle. Although the
elevation angle in PPI s ans

◦
an be as large as 45 , most s ans employ elevations

lose to the horizon as they provide the greatest ee tive measuring range. In the

◦
◦
◦
analysis, three elevation angles (0.2 , 0.4 , 0.6 ) are used.
One of the
lines are

al ulated wind drift distan e plots is presented in Fig.

5.1.

The

umulative drift probability isolines as a fun tion of distan e from radar

(or equivalently radar measuring height). The three lines for ea h isoline represent
the distributions

al ulated from the three fall speeds dened in se tion 5.2. The

omplete set of statisti s is presented in Appendix A.
Drift distan es at fall heights below 500 meters should be taken with a pin h
of salt as there are generally very few sounding levels below this altitude and the
wind eld may not be

orre tly represented.

The nearly

onstant value of drift

distan e near the radar is therefore most likely an artifa t produ ed by poor verti al
resolution of the soundings at low altitudes. At greater fall heights the median drift
in reases quasi-exponentially with radar measuring distan e.
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Figure 5.1 Cumulative probability distribution of wind drift displa ements for sur-

fa e rain and radar beam with 0.4◦ elevation. The lines represent umulative probabilities as a fun tion of distan e from radar. Ea h probability is al ulated for three
fall speeds, w, w + σw and w − σw (σw denotes the fall speed spe trum width).
Surprisingly, soundings

lassied as sleet on the surfa e produ e largest wind

drifts. This ee t is present in all probability distribution isolines. The fall speed
dieren e

an not explain su h behaviour, sin e snow has a lower fall speed and

should drift further in a given wind eld.
(perhaps unphysi al)

This leads us to believe that there is

orrelation between large wind speeds and sleet o

Moreover, the probability isolines are generally more

losely pa ked in the

sleet, indi ating that there is less variation in average wind speed from
When

urren e.
ase of

ase to

ase.

onsidering stratiform frontal snowfall, the generating level height is gen-

erally approximately 4000 meters (Gunn et al. 1954). This translates to a maximum
radar measuring distan e of approximately 200 km. A

ording to the statisti s pre-

sented, the expe ted (median) drift distan e from this fall height is in the order of
few tens of kilometers. This implies that, when it

omes to snow, wind drift be omes

signi ant when measuring pre ipitation beyond 160 km distan e. For appli ations
that need pre ipitation information with around 1 km resolution this range is even
lower.
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The un ertainty in hydrometeor fall speeds (represented here by the fall speed
spe trum width) introdu es error to the wind drift distan e
is a

al ulations. This ee t

ounted for by the three isolines for ea h probability distribution value. The

dieren e in wind drift distan es is related to the drop sorting phenomenon dis ussed
in se tion 3.3. Close to the radar the un ertainty in wind drift distan es is roughly a
hundred meters, whereas at 160 km range it is approximately 10 kilometers. These
dieren es are very

losely similar for all pre ipitation phases.
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6 Traje tory redu tion of PPI images to ground level
Traje tories

an be used with real events to estimate how well radar PPI images rep-

resent the pre ipitation at ground level. Here a method of produ ing a ground level
radar ree tivity eld based on radar PPI images and traje tories

omputed from

the wind eld is presented. The ree tivity eld produ ed by traje tory redu tion
an then be used to estimate the true eld at ground level.
There are dierent ways to redu e ree tivity elds to the ground level.
an either traje tory-redu e a ree tivity eld measured at a
ground, or we

We

ertain instant to the

an x the time stamp for the ground eld and integrate the traje -

tories ba kwards in time from ground level until they interse t a radar observation
aloft. In both

ases, the lowest elevation radar PPI is

onsidered the best sour e of

radar data.
The rst method was not

hosen, as observations further away from the radar

take longer time to fall, and therefore the produ ed ground eld does not represent
any single observation time, and the redu ed ground eld is not dire tly
to any PPI image. Also, due to real or

omparable

omputational verti al divergen e, the rst

method may leave some ground pixels uno

upied with data. The se ond method

does not suer from this, but instead requires a series of radar PPI images from
whi h the ground eld is

omputed.

Traje tories from ground lo ations further

away from the radar take signi antly more time than the typi al radar temporal
resolution (5 minutes) to rea h the radar measuring volume and for this reason radar
measurements from the past (relative to the time stamp) are required.

6.1 Des ription of the analysis
The radar images used are produ ed by the FMI Vantaa weather radar. The ele-

◦
vation angle used is 0.3 , and is the lowest operationally available PPI elevation for
FMI radars.

◦
The radar ree tivity is measured in 500 meter bins with 1.0 angle

resolution. With a maximum measuring distan e of 250 km, this translates to PPI
image resolution of 500 by 360 pixels. The PPI images used in the analysis
raw ree tivity data and for this reason are not artifa t-free, but

ontain

ontain residual

lutter, ships and air raft. An example of radar ree tivity PPI image is presented
in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Radar ree tivity PPI of a snowfall ase produ ed by the FMI Vantaa

radar. Non-meteorologi al e hoes and partial beam blo king are apparent as distin t
lutter near the radar and radial lines of de reased ree tivity. Image was re orded
on 23.11.2008.

The wind eld

orresponding to ea h analysed

HIRLAM MB71 model. The extra ted winds

ase is extra ted from the FMI

over the entire Vantaa radar measur-

ing area using a 60 by 60 grid. In the verti al dimension there are 45 levels spanning
from 80 m to about 10 km of altitude. Temporal resolution for the wind eld is one
hour.
As des ribed previously, the traje tories are

omputed from the ground up,

meaning the wind eld is reversed and the integration is done ba kwards in time
from the ground level. The

omputation is done using Eq. 4.1 and 4.2, with levels

being the model levels. We only analyse

ases where the pre ipitation is pure snow,

so the fall speed of snow is used in traje tory

omputation.

As opposed to sounding data, the model wind eld is a true 4-dimensional grid.
From this follows that the traje tory at ea h level is
between the grid points and we must

ommonly lo ated somewhere

hoose the most representative

ea h traje tory lo ation in time and spa e.

For time, we use the

u

and

v

for

urrently valid

V = V (x, y, z, ti) for ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1 . For spa e, we take the losest
grid point (x, y) in the urrent level z and use the winds V (x, y, z, t), V (x, y, z + 1, t)
eld, meaning
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in the integration formulas. The method of
traje tory

hoosing the wind eld grid points for

omputation is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Illustration of the method of hoosing the most representative wind
speed from gridded wind eld. The red line is the omputed traje tory and blue lines
indi ate the wind eld grid points used in the omputation. Between ea h level, we
use the wind data from grid points (x, y, z), (x, y, z + 1).
The ground level ree tivity eld is
pixel image, and

onstru ted by

reating a blank 500 by 360

omputing a traje tory for ea h of the pixels a

ording to the wind

eld. Then the lo ation where ea h traje tory enters the radar measuring volume
(with the volume bottom limit

al ulated using Eq.

2.4) is determined, in both

time and spa e. The value for ea h ground eld pixel is retrieved from the radar
bin nearest to the lo ation where traje tory interse ts the radar measuring volume,
using a PPI image

losest to the interse tion time.

This way the ground eld is

al ulated pixel wise from the previous PPI images.
There is one signi ant issue in traje tory redu tion whi h arises from the fa t
that the method uses data from a single radar. In the upwind side of the radar, the
traje tories originating from pixels near maximum radar range tend to interse t the
radar volume beyond the radar measuring area. As no ree tivity data is available
in these

ases, the asso iated pixels are marked as unavailable. These unavailable
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pixels form an area near the edge of the ground eld at the upwind side, with the size
and shape of the area depending on the wind eld. This ee t is not en ountered
in the downwind side of the radar, as all traje tories originate there from the radar
measuring area. The downwind side

overage of the ground level estimate extends

beyond the original measurement range. However, this area is lost in the present
al ulation whi h is performed in the original measurement grid of 500 by 360 bins.
In the

al ulation it is impli itly assumed that pre ipitation measured aloft al-

ways rea hes the ground. Weak pre ipitation may however evaporate or sublimate
before the ground. For this reason small ree tivities at large distan es from the
radar may not be

orre tly represented by the ground eld, although low ree tiv-

ities at large distan es
ina

an be

aused by partial beam lling and therefore may be

urate to begin with.

6.2 Results
A traje tory- orre ted PPI

omputed for the snowfall event of 23. November 2008

is presented in Fig. 6.3. The area of unavailable traje tory- orre ted data is visible
in the northeast in Fig. 6.3 b). Ree tivities near the radar remain nearly unaffe ted. Further away from the radar the dieren es are more noti eable, espe ially
in areas dire tly up-, or downwind from the radar. Features in the measured PPI
are somewhat re ognizable in the

orre ted eld, although they are heavily distorted

with in reasing measuring distan e. In the downwind side, the

orre ted ree tiv-

ities rea h the edge of the radar measuring area produ ing noti eable dieren es
ompared to dire t measurements.

The dieren es are most easily visible from a

pre ipitation event with a lot of spatial stru ture su h as the one presented in Fig.
6.4.
The shape and size of the area of unavailable traje tory data

an be used to

qualitatively des ribe the prevalent wind eld and the magnitude of drift error.
The size of the area is proportional to wind speed, whereas its lo ation shows the
approximate wind dire tion and the shape

ontains information on inhomogeneities

in the wind eld.
The dieren es between

orre ted and measured ree tivity elds are obvious

in ea h individual measurement.
umulative

However, it is not immediately

lear how the

ontribution between the two behaves as a fun tion of time. In order

to understand the ee t of traje tory

orre tion more thoroughly, it is imperative
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to study its ee t on
the
a

umulative snowfall. It was hypothesized in

umulative dieren e between

hapter 3.2, that

orre ted and measured snowfall de reases with

umulation time.
As the used traje tory

al ulation method is unoptimized and therefore

om-

putationally intensive, some simplifying assumption about the wind eld is needed
when studying snow a

umulation. As large s ale winds generally do not

mu h in the order of few hours, the traje tory
ed by assuming a

omputation s heme

an be simpli-

onstant wind eld in time. Therefore, as a rst approximation,

the traje tories are also

onstant when

onsidering a

umulation periods of a few

hours. From this follows that the traje tories need to be
a

hange

omputed only on e per

umulation period (taken to be three hours in this study).
The measured ree tivities need to be transformed into snowfall intensities and

further again to

Ze = 100S

2

umulative snowfall. The

, where

S

Ze (S)

relation used for this purpose is

mm . The hosen relation is the one used in FMI
is snowfall in
h

radar network when operationally estimating snowfall.
As radar measuring bins (or pixels in radar images) are not of uniform shape or
size, the physi al bin dimensions must be taken into a

ount when evaluating wind

drift. The azimuthal dimension of the bins in reases with range be ause the radar
measures in a polar

oordinate system. The radial dimension of the bins is

onstant,

however, as the radar beam length does not depend on distan e. For this reason

a)

b)

Figure 6.3 Two radar PPI images from 23. November 2008, 10:55 UTC. Figure a)

indi ates radar ree tivity as measured by radar. Figure b) presents the traje toryorre ted ground level estimate for the same time stamp. Dark red olour indi ates
the area where no traje tory- orre ted data is available.
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a)

b)

Figure 6.4 Measured and orre ted ree tivity eld from 2. February 2008, 13:55

UTC. Signi ant hanges in the shape of the pre ipitating stru tures an be seen
in the traje tory- orre ted image. Dark red olour indi ates the area where no
traje tory- orre ted data is available.
drifts in the radial dire tion are more easily dete ted, espe ially at longer ranges.

To eliminate the ee t of azimuthal smoothing, the data must be normalized in a
way that makes radar bins at dierent distan es meaningfully

omparable. In the

analysis the physi al size of a radar bin at the maximum radar measuring distan e
(250 km) is used as the referen e, and

loser to the radar the bins are averaged in

azimuthal dire tion so that bin physi al dimensions

oin ide. It

an be easily shown

that at 25 km distan e one has to average over approximately 10 bins to make the
geographi al resolution
To evaluate how a

omparable to that at maximum measuring distan e.
umulation length ae ts dieren es between dire tly mea-

sured and traje tory- orre ted elds the following method was used; Firstly, from the
traje tory- orre ted eld the radar bins where pre ipitation was dete ted (ex eeding
a

ertain threshold value) were identied and agged as available. The resulting

eld was then divided into subdivisions of
a

onstant geographi al area, within the

ura y allowed by radar bin dimensions. Finally, all subdivions that have at least

50% data

apa ity (meaning the number of available radar bins), were

ompared

to the measured eld from the same lo ation. The relative amount of subdivisions
in the

orre ted eld where there is no pre ipitation in the

eld subdivision tells us the importan e of traje tory
where the

orresponding measured

orre tion.

A subdivision

orre ted eld dete ts pre ipitation but the measured eld does not is

referred to as false negative. The relative number of false negatives is a measure
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of error between the measured and

orre ted elds.

The relative amount of false negatives as a fun tion of a
the 23.

November 2008

ase is presented in Fig.

6.5.

It

umulation time for

an be seen that with

larger threshold values the relative number of false negatives in reases.
be understood as areas of intense pre ipitation are generally

This

an

ompa t and therefore

sus eptible to wind drift. Weaker pre ipitation is usually widespread and the number

False negative percentage

of false negatives is
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Figure 6.5 The relative amount of false negatives in the 23. November 2008 ase as

a fun tion of a umulation time and pre ipitation threshold value. The subdivisions
are normalised to 2 km2 area. Larger threshold values produ e more error, and the
error saturates at approximately 10% for all values.
Furthermore, for all threshold values the error dened as the number of false
negatives does not approa h zero. This is the result of beam overshooting at large
distan es from the radar (at the downwind side). In these areas there is

onstant

underestimation of pre ipitation by the measured eld. While at small to medium
distan es snow a
remains nearly

umulation with time redu es the error, at large distan es the error
onstant. This saturation value is related to the relative amount of

pre ipitation never dire tly measured by the radar.
The quality of the analysis was
pre ipitation between measured and
false negatives.

ontrolled by observing the relative amount of
orre ted elds in the subdivisions deemed as

It was found that, in the subdivisions deemed as false negatives,
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the measured eld

onstantly produ ed pre ipitation values less than 50% of the

orre ted eld value.
The 23.

November 2008

ase represents a truly stratiform snow event.

ase with more small s ale spatial stru ture, the dieren es
be seen in Fig. 6.6. This supports the

laim that

For a

an be greater, as

an

onve tive pre ipitation events

suer more from wind drift than stratiform events. However, as pre ipitation events
vary greatly in spatial and temporal stru ture and for this reason the distin tion
between stratiform and

onve tive pre ipitation is not always meaningful, the result

presented here is qualitative in nature.
The ee t of a

umulation over time

an also be qualitatively seen in Fig. 6.7.

The two PPI images present the fra tion between
tion elds after 15 and 180 minutes of a

orre ted and measured pre ipita-

umulation. The short-term a

plot shows a lot of detail and sharp dieren es even at

umulation

lose ranges from the radar.

After three hours the eld is signi antly smoothed, although lo ations of over- and
underestimation remain. This points to the fa t that three hours is not su ient
time span for the entire pre ipitation pattern to pass.

onstant under- and overestimation by the measured eld at downwind and
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Figure 6.6 The relative amount of false negatives in the 2. February 2008 ase as

a fun tion of a umulation time and pre ipitation threshold value. The subdivisions
are normalised to 2 km2 area. The drift error remains unsaturated for 60 minute
a umulation period.
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a)

b)

Figure 6.7 Fra tion of measured snowfall and traje tory- orre ted snowfall for the

2. February 2008 ase. Fig a) depi ts the dieren e after 15 minutes of a umulation, while Fig b) depi ts the dieren e after 180 minutes.
upwind sides of the radar, respe tively. These are

aused by the beam overshooting

at large distan es where radar dete ts very little pre ipitation from either measured
or

orre ted eld.
To further investigate the behaviour of traje tory- orre tion, Fig. 6.8 illustrates

the distribution of the relative dieren e between

orre ted and measured snowfall

elds as a fun tion of distan e from radar for a stratiform

ase. There is signi ant

s atter at medium distan es where the radar beam is su iently high for drift to
o

ur, but the beam overshooting does not yet take pla e.

The mean dieren e

is however essentially zero. At large distan es the measured eld quite
produ es snowfall amounts less than those produ ed by the
di ated by the long tail towards high values.
a

onstantly

orre ted eld, as in-

This ee t is amplied with longer

umulation times, whi h indi ates that areas near radar measuring area edge are

most sus eptible to drift errors. This implies that a quality metri
expe ted wind drifting error in a radar

des ribing the

omposite, based on the distan e to the

nearest radar and perhaps wind speed statisti s,

ould be developed.

The stru ture of the pre ipitation plays a role in the relative dieren e between
measured and

orre ted pre ipitation elds. in Fig. 6.10 the dieren e distribution

for the 2. February 2008
in the more stratiform

ase is presented. The relative dieren es are larger than
ase, espe ially at longer ranges.

attributed to the ner stru ture of the event

This dieren e

ompared to the 23. November

an be
ase.

At short to medium distan es the measured eld produ es larger snowfall values
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Figure 6.8 The dieren e distribution of snowfall after a) 60 minutes and b) 180

minutes of a umulation as a fun tion of measuring distan e from 23. November
2008 ase. The data bins are normalized to the physi al size of a radar bin at 250 km
distan e. At large distan es the traje tory- orre ted eld is generally more intense.
than the

orre ted eld, indi ated by the small but

dieren e eld. This is likely to be
eld, whi h is in turn

onstant negative bias in the

aused by azimuthal asymmetry in the dieren e

aused by the radar measuring geometry. At a xed distan e

from radar, the traje tories in the upwind side of the radar interse t the radar
beam at higher altitudes than those at the downwind side.
generally diminish with altitude, this results in a systemati
values (relative to the

As ree tivity values
bias towards higher

orre ted values) in the measured eld at a given range. The

ee t is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The ee t disappears as soon as the traje tories in
the upwind side extend beyond radar measuring range and are no longer in luded
in the analysis.
These above mentioned features are also present in the 2. February 2008

ase,

although the a tual dieren es as a fun tion of range depend mu h on the way how
the pre ipitating stru tures happen to evolve in the a

umulation period.

As demonstrated, wind drift has the most profound ee t on instant measurements of radar ree tivity. As radar-based visibility produ ts use these instant measurements to estimate lo al visibility (Dixon et al. 2004), they are likely to benet
from traje tory- orre tion. Radar-based visibility estimation is done by determining a radar-visibility relationship (or

Ze (E)

relationship, where

E

is the extin tion

oe ient for visible light) using visibility sensors and radar. Traje tory- orre tion
is likely to improve visibility estimates espe ially when there are sharp edges in the
pre ipitation eld.
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To study this, time series of radar ree tivity was

al ulated for

ertain lo ations

using both un orre ted and traje tory- orre ted data. Based on the shape of the
fall streaks (Fig. 3.1), the traje tory- orre ted ree tivities should exhibit a phase
dieren e

ompared to the un orre ted ree tivities, parti ularly so that the

or-

re ted ree tivities lag behind the un orre ted ones. The observed phase dieren e
in minutes represents the error made by assuming purely verti ally falling snow.
In Fig.

6.11 time series spanning four hours for a few lo ations during the

pre ipitation event of 2. February 2008 are presented. The lo ations were

hosen so

that top two plots represent lo ations downwind from the radar, while the bottom
two represent lo ations upwind. All lo ations are at 75 kilometer distan e from the
radar, and the two lo ations at ea h side are approximately 40 kilometers from one
another. A 5 - minute moving average was applied to the time series to redu e noise.
At the upwind side, a phase dieren e of approximately 5 to 15 minutes is observed. At the downwind side the dieren es are not easily re ognisable. The reason
for this is the fa t that at the downwind side the traje tories rea h the radar mea-

Figure 6.9 Illustration of the azimuthal asymmetry in traje tory length. When

azimuthally averaged, the traje tory- orre ted ree tivity values are smaller than the
measured ones at a given range ( aused by the dieren e between ∆h1 and ∆h2 ),
assuming a horizontally homogeneous ree tivity eld.
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Figure 6.10 The dieren e distribution of snowfall after a) 60 minutes and b) 180
minutes of a umulation as a fun tion of measuring distan e from 2. February 2008
ase. The data bins are normalized to the physi al size of a radar bin at 250 km
distan e. At large distan es the traje tory- orre ted eld is generally more intense.
suring volume sooner, and drift distan es are

onsequently smaller (see Fig. 6.9).

If the distan e of the lo ations from the radar is in reased to 125 kilometers, the
phase dieren e be omes apparent also at the downwind side.
The amount of phase dieren e depends on the stru ture of the pre ipitation as
well as the measuring range. The stratiform pre ipitation ase of 23. November 2008
produ es very small dieren es in both phase shift and ree tivity, indi ating that
the s ale of the pre ipitating stru tures is mu h larger than the length s ale of wind
drift. The 30. January 2008

ase exhibits the passing of a large s ale pre ipitating

system like the one dis ussed in se tion 3.2. As the integral
pre ipitation amount, the behaviour in the observed

R

Zdt is proportional to

ase is, at least in qualitative

terms, very similar to that of the simple model. The 23. Mar h 2008 exhibits also
o

asional phase dieren es. The

omplete gures are presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.11 Radar ree tivity time series for four lo ations al ulated from the

2. February 2008 pre ipitation event. In ea h gure the top two plots represent
lo ations downwind from the radar, while the bottom two represent the upwind side.
Fig a) shows data al ulated with 75 kilometer distan e from radar, while Fig. b)
shows data al ulated with 125 kilometer distan e.
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7 Contribution of wind drift to the QPE un ertainty
Radar pre ipitation measurements are operationally
works as the ground truth. This is done to

orre ted using rain gauge net-

ir umvent the problem of unknown DSD

whi h plagues radar based QPE. When radar estimated pre ipitation is
in a way that there is no bias relative to gauge measurements, the a
radar based pre ipitation eld
However, when it

ura y of the

an be generally improved (e.g. Fulton et al. (1998)).

omes to rain gauges, the word ground truth

misleading, espe ially in the

orre ted

an be very

ase of snowfall. As des ribed in se tion 2.4.1, gauges

suer from a variety of error sour es whi h need to be

onsidered in order to make

the ground measurements meaningful. Radars have error of their own whi h

ause

un ertainties in the measured ree tivities.
To estimate the impa t of wind drift

Ze (S)
The

orre tion s heme on the a

- relation obtained by a radar - rain gauge pair, a
ase of 23.

ura y of a

ase study was performed.

November 2008 was used in the analysis.

A low pressure

enter

m
South-East of Finland produ ed winds in the order of 10
and snowfall of around
s
mm
1 h (water equivalent). The analysis was performed by estimating the Ze (S)relation in two ways: from radar data immediately above the gauge and from the
traje tory- orre ted lo ation. Two stations, Porvoo Haraba ka lo ated to the East
from Helsinki and Lohja Porla lo ated to the West from Helsinki, were used in
onjun tion with the FMI Vantaa weather radar. The a

umulation times were 12

hours and 10 minutes for Porvoo and 8 hours and 50 minutes for Lohja. Observations
were made every 10 minutes.

As Harrold et al. (1975) were

validity of radar point measurements, the obtained

on erned about the

Ze -values are averaged over the 9

pixels around the a tual measurement lo ation. Averaging was done in dBZ units in
order to diminish the

Ze

ontribution of high

values represent more likely residual

Ze values to the mean value.

lutter than small s ale

winter episodes su h as the one analysed here. The obtained

High solitary

onve tion in frontal

Ze (S)

- relations are

presented in Fig.7.1.
In a perfe t

Ze (S)-relation with zero s

atter the data points in log(S)-log(Z) plot

form a straight line. For both stations in Fig. 7.1 the traje tory-redu tion eliminates
some of the s atter, but hardly a
oe ient

R(Ze , S),

ounts for all variability. In terms of the

orrelation

the datasets are improved approximately from 0.47 to 0.53 for

Lohja and from 0.46 to 0.56 for Porvoo. It is evident, that while wind drift plays
a role in the un ertainty of radar-rain gauge
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omparison, the other error sour es
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Figure 7.1 Comparison of equivalent ree tivity Ze and snowfall rate S pairs from

the ase of 23. November 2008 for Porvoo and Lohja. Red and blue data points
indi ate traje tory- orre ted and above the gauge Ze -values, respe tively. The a umulation times were approximately 12 and 9 hours respe tively for Porvoo and
Lohja. The data point s atter is somewhat redu ed in the traje tory- orre ted plots
for both stations.

and random sampling dieren es are dominating so that the overall improvement is
relatively weak. The

ase study suggests, that wind drift be omes relatively more

important when snowfall intensies, indi ated by the larger improvement for the
Porvoo station.
The un ertainties in both radar and gauge measurements translate into errors
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in the

Ze (S)

relation and

onsequently in radar based QPE. Therefore it would be

useful to understand the impa t of wind drift relative to other error sour es. The
error produ ed by pre ipitation wind drift is here introdu ed as a new error sour e
and its magnitude relative to the other known sour es is estimated. The
of wind drift error to the variability of the

oe ients

ontribution

a and b in Ze (S) - relationship

is of parti ular interest.

7.1 QPE error sour es
There are several un ertainties in measurements done by a radar-rain gauge pair.
Gauge errors

onsist of errors inherent in the measuring equipment and those pro-

du ed by the behaviour of the pre ipitation. Un ertainties in radar measurements
are produ ed by

alibration errors, attenuation and the

a priori

unknown nature of

the pre ipitation. For further dis ussion on un ertainties in radar and rain gauge
measurements of snow see se tion 2.4.
The following analysis assumes that the errors in the obtained
are

Ze (S)-relationship

aused by the following individual error sour es:

•

Error in gauge-measured S.

•

Error produ ed by wind turbulen e at the gauge ori e.

•

Error in radar-measured

•

Error

Ze

and the subsequently estimated Z.

aused by pre ipitation wind drift.

Information on errors in gauge and radar measurements is readily available in
the literature (e.g.

(Austin 1987)). In this analysis the gauge in

onsideration is

the OTT Pluvio weighing rain gauge with a Tretyakov wind shield. Pluvio gauges
are a part of the FMI operational rain gauge network. The te hni al do ument for
the gauge (HACH HYDROMET 2009) states the a
of the measured value or alternatively

±0.1mm.

ura y of the gauge to be

±1%

The measuring error by radar is

typi ally around 1 dB (see e.g. Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001)). However, it should
be noted that su h a gure is valid only in ideal
found that sampling dieren es

onditions. Koistinen et al. (2003)

an introdu e gauge-radar dis repan ies of 2 - 10

dB in snowfall.
The error by wind turbulen e for Tretyakov-shielded gauges was presented in Fig.
2.2. It should be noted, that non-zero wind speed (and therefore turbulen e) always
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de reases the

at h ratio, meaning the gauge will always measure in reasingly less

snow, relative to the real amount, when wind speed in reases. In order to get to the
error

aused by wind turbulen e, the

at h ratio distribution at given wind speed

must be obtained.
To a hieve this, two days worth of high resolution wind measurements from an
a ousti

anemometer operated by University of Helsinki was used. From the data the

typi al wind speed varian e was

omputed, using what is known as the stru ture

fun tion or variogram (see se tion 7.2).

This allows us to nd the

orresponding

at h ratio distribution.
Likewise, the

ontribution of wind drift to the error budget is taken into

onsider-

ation by using variograms of radar ree tivity over spatial distan es. The variograms
are used to estimate the spatial variability in the pre ipitation eld, whi h is related
to the un ertainty

aused by wind drift.

7.2 The use of variograms to estimate spatial and temporal
variability in meteorologi al elds
The degree of spatial variability in the pre ipitation eld is essential for wind drift
to

ontribute to radar measurement un ertainty. A homogeneous pre ipitation eld

produ es no ee tive drift regardless of the wind eld. In

ontrast, very sharp gra-

dients of pre ipitation intensity make even relatively small drifting distan es important to a

ount for. Des ribing the spatial stru ture of pre ipitation,

known drift distan es, would enable us to draw

ombined with

on lusions about the magnitude of

error produ ed by wind drift.
The variability in meteorologi al elds su h as pre ipitation is not random, but
the elds exhibit

ontinuity

in both time and spa e.

temporally near ea h other tend to
with distan e. This dependen e of

orrelate, and this

Measurements spatially or
orrelation usually de reases

orrelation (or auto ovarian e) on distan e

an be

quantied using the stru ture fun tion (Cressie 1993), also known as the variogram
(Germann and Joss 2001). Variogram des ribes the amount of varian e between two
simultaneous observations separated by a

ertain distan e, or alternatively between

two observations from the same lo ation (using the same sensor) separated by time.
This varian e is

aused solely by the intrinsi

variations in the observed eld.

The variogram is dened as (Germann and Joss 2001):
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2γ(h) = var {S(x) − S(x + h)}
In the formula,

2γ(h)

is the variogram and

des ribed as a fun tion of a spatial variable

x.

S

(7.1)

the dependent eld in question,

Quantity

h

is the

lag distan e

and

var{} denotes the varian e operator. The lag distan e is the separation in spa e over
whi h the varian e in

S

is

al ulated. When the Eq. 7.1 is evaluated over several

lag distan es, the spatial stru ture of the eld is revealed.
The eld
the

S

ondition of

an be pra ti ally any well dened eld, although it should satisfy

intrinsi stationarity,

should only depend on the lag distan e
variogram is

h.

In other words, the lo ation in whi h the

al ulated should not ae t its value. If this is not true, the variogram

represents only the region in whi h it is
drawing

meaning that the value of the variogram

al ulated. This must be kept in mind when

on lusions from the information provided by variograms.

Ze

it is assumed that the

Furthermore,

eld is isotropi , meaning that the variogram is only a

fun tion of distan e, and not dire tion, between two points.
When analysing real two-dimensional elds the denition of the variogram must
be modied. In the denition (Eq. 7.1) the lag distan e
while in real life the we must divide the entire range
repla ing
we

hk

with radial separation distan e

rk

h

h

is a

ontinuous variable,

into range bins

hk .

Now, by

and rewriting the varian e operator,

an write the Eq. 7.1 into the form of:

N (rk )
1 X
[Ze (xi ) − Ze (xi + r)]2
2γ(rk ) =
N(rk ) i=1
Here

rk

is the lag distan e in question,

rk−1 → rk

in the lag distan e bin

and

Ze

N(rk )

(7.2)

is the number of observations

is the equivalent radar ree tivity fa tor.

Essentially, we take all pairs in the ree tivity eld that fall into a

ertain separation

range interval and average over their squared dieren es. This is then done with a
variety of range bins

rk

For wind speed, a

to des ribe the spatial stru ture of the ree tivity eld.

temporal

variogram is used.

In this

ase the variogram is

omputed over time, yielding information about the temporal distribution of wind
speeds in a xed lo ation. This information an be used when estimating wind speed
variability over dierent time s ales. As time is a single-dimensional quantity the
variogram

omputation is simple

ompared to that of radar ree tivity.

The horizontal stru ture of the
type. If separate pre ipitating

Ze

- eld depends greatly on the pre ipitation

ells are present, the variogram will in rease sharply
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Figure 7.2 Variograms al ulated at dierent dire tions and distan es from the

radar in a stratiform snow ase (24. January 2008). The variograms are al ulated
from 100 by 120 pixel areas indi ated by the segments in gure b). In gure a)
the olours indi ate dierent range intervals while line symbols indi ate dierent
dire tions; N indi ates the top right,  the middle and ◦ the top-left dire tion. The
losest 50 kilometers, as well as furthest 100 kilometers, are omitted as lutter near
the radar and beam overshooting near the maximum distan e produ e unrealisti
variability in the ree tivity eld.
even at relatively small separation distan es, whereas stratiform rain should (somewhat by denition) exhibit smaller spatial varian e. One should however keep in
mind that the spatial stru ture of radar ree tivity in PPI images may result from
measuring errors su h as signal attenuation and beam overshooting.
The variogram is demonstrated in Fig. 7.2 a). In the gure, the variograms are
omputed for areas of 50 kilometers in radial distan e by 120 degrees azimuth. This
is done to limit the evaluation time of the analysis, as 2-dimensional variograms are
omputationally very intensive. The
as radar data is originally in polar

hosen area shape also simplies the algorithm
oordinates. The area

orresponds to approxi-

mately 50 km by 160 km geographi al area at 77.5 km distan e (in the middle of
the rst range interval). As this is the minimum

omputation area size ( orrespond-

ing area in reases with distan e from radar), the analysis should a

ount for the

variability in typi al length s ales of wind drift displa ement (see se tion 5.3).
The variograms

omputed from the PPI image in ea h dire tion are rather sim-

ilar and well-behaving at low and medium distan es, but at 150 km distan e the
variograms start to separate. This indi ates that the spatial variability of the ree tivity eld

an be a

urately determined only when the radar measures the true

pre ipitation in the entire

omputation area. At 150 km distan e, the edges of the
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ree tivity eld begin to
representative.

ontribute to the variograms, and the result is no longer

The azimuthal dependen e in the variograms shows that the re-

e tivity eld is not truly isotropi , even for stratiform pre ipitation. This

an be

expe ted as frontal stru tures are generally elongated to banded shapes.

7.3 The signi an e of wind drift to QPE un ertainty
The error

ontribution analysis was done by simulating radar ree tivity and rain

gauge data. The real data was generated by assuming a known
and produ ing 30 data points in the

Ze

interval of

[−20, 60]

Ze (S) relationship

dBZ. The 30 measure-

ments represent the amount of radar and gauge data available from a pre ipitation
event lasting approximately three hours.
al ulated using a

Ze (S)

relationship of

The

orresponding S values were then

hoi e.

This data was then measured by applying the known errors to the

Ze

and S

values generated using the underlying relationship. This was done by estimating the
mean and standard deviation for ea h error sour e and randomizing the measured

Ze

and S around their real values a

ordingly. The errors were assumed to follow

Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, the errors are assumed to be independent from
one another, meaning the errors an be independently swit hed on and o to estimate
their relative

ontribution to the overall un ertainty.

After the 30 measured

Ze − S

pairs are generated, a

Ze (S)

relationship

an be

obtained by performing a log-linear least squares t. In order to obtain statisti ally
signi ant results, the 30 data point set (and the

orresponding

Ze (S)

relationship)

was generated 1000 times for ea h analysis. The resulting distributions for the

b

oe ients in the relationship des ribe the error

aused by the measuring errors

in luded in the analysis. The analysis uses an underlying
form of

Ze = 100S

The su

2

a and

Ze (S) - relationship in the

.

essful implementation of the errors requires that they are des ribed using

Gaussian distributions with meaningful mean values and standard deviations. The
systemati

errors in gauge and radar measurements are des ribed as distributions

with zero mean (relative to the true value) and a double standard deviation of

2σ = 1.0%

and

2σ = 1.0

dBZ for gauge and radar, respe tively.

The term

2σ

is

introdu ed so that approximately 95% of values fall between the presented error
boundaries.
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The errors by wind drift and turbulen e at gauge ori e are in turn represented
by Gaussian distributions with standard deviations obtained from variograms. The
error means for both quantities are taken to be zero.
quantities were
variograms are

The variograms for both

omputed using data from the same analysed

ase.

Wind speed

omputed from measurements with one minute resolution spanning

the entire day, while radar ree tivity variograms are

omputed from a single radar

PPI image. The radar image was hosen so that it represents stratiform pre ipitation
as well as possible.
Two

ases were analysed in this study, one from 24. January 2008 and another

from 30.

January 2008. The following example des ribes the analysis using data

from 30. January 2008.
In Fig. 7.3 a time series of wind speed and the asso iated variogram is presented.
The wind speed variability (in terms of varian e) at 10 minute separation time, whi h

Wind speed variance [m/s]^2

Wind speed [m/s]

is the typi al temporal resolution of gauge measurements, is approximately
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Figure 7.3 Time series and the asso iated temporal variogram of wind speed on 30.

January 2008. Wind measurements were made at Kumpula ampus of the University
of Helsinki.
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From the wind speed varian e the
at h ratio

orresponding standard deviation in gauge

an be dedu ed. The formula for

at h ratio as a fun tion of wind speed

depi ted in Fig. 2.2 is (Goodison et al. 1997):

CR = 103.11 − 8.67Ws
Here

Ws denotes wind speed.

(7.3)

The slight variation of at h ratio with temperature

is omitted. From the formula above it immediately follows that:

∂CR
∂Ws

= −8.67

(7.4)

⇒ ∆CR = −8.67∆Ws

(7.5)

Eq. 7.5 relates variability in wind speed with variability in the

at h ratio by

gauge. The standard deviation obtained from the wind speed variogram at 10 minute
temporal separation
CR

an be

orresponds to CR standard deviation of

al ulated from Eq. 7.3, and for

The wind drift error is

3.0 ms

±13.9%.

wind speed the value is 77.1%.

hara terised by the spatial varian e in

drift distan e. In Fig. 7.4 a set of variograms
the pre ipitation event is presented.

The mean

Ze

ombined with

omputed from radar image depi ting

The varian es, as depi ted by variograms,

depend on measuring distan e as well as dire tion. The variograms at the bottom of
the gure are rather

losely grouped, indi ating less un ertainties by non-isotropi

pre ipitation eld and measurement errors. These variograms were therefore deemed
most reliable for further analysis.
The wind drift error depends on the distan e between the radar and the gauge,
as larger distan e translates to higher radar beam and more wind drift. For this
reason drift distan es at varying radar ranges were
data from the day in question. The

al ulated using sounding wind

orresponding standard deviations in

to wind drift were then subje tively estimated from the variograms of
distan es

Ze

Ze

due

with drift

orresponding to the separation distan es in the variogram. This produ es

an estimation of wind drift error as a fun tion of radar measuring distan e.

The

wind drift at near-zero drift distan es was obtained by subje tively extrapolating
the variograms to zero drift distan e. This was done sin e soundings do not have
su ient verti al resolution to reprodu e the wind eld (and the
distan e) at heights below approximately 500 meters.
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Figure 7.4 Variogram of radar ree tivity Z on 30. January 2008. The radar

image from whi h the variograms were omputed was re orded at 14:20 UTC. Line
olors denote average measuring distan e: blue line denotes 75 km, magenta line
125 km. Dierent line markers indi ate measuring dire tion.

The values ea h error sour e for the analysed

ase are gathered in Table 7.1.

These errors were applied to simulated Z and S values to estimate the ee t of
imperfe t measurements to the obtained

Ze (S)

- relationship. All errors are pro-

portional to the real snowfall rate, although this is not expli itly indi ated in the

Ze -related errors

in Table 7.1, as these errors are expressed in logarithmi

are therefore simply added to the underlying

Ze

value.

units and

The wind drift error is a

fun tion of range from radar, and is presented for measuring range of 75 km.

Gauge systemati

error:

Gauge turbulen e error:
Radar systemati
Wind drift error:

error:

G(S0 , 0.005S0)[mm℄
G(0.771S0 , 0.139S0)[mm℄
G(0, 1.0) [dBZ℄
G(0, 3.0) [dBZ℄

Table 7.1 Values for error sour es in the 30. January 2008 ase.
Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard deviation of σ.
true snowfall value.
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G(µ, σ) denotes
S0 indi ates the

Error

ontribution was determined by

Ze (S)

omputing one thousand simulated

- relationships for ea h error sour e separately, after whi h the bias and standard
deviation in the distributions of
spe tively) were

oe ients

and

b

( onstant and log-linear, re-

al ulated. The deviations represent the error in the

produ ed by ea h error sour e.
deviation to the

a

Relative

Ze (S) relation

ontribution is given by

ombined deviation by all four error sour es.

omparing the

This pro ess was

repeated for several ranges from radar.
One set of distributions for

a and b

oe ients for ea h error sour e is presented in

Fig. 7.5, using error magnitudes from Table 7.1. For both oe ients the dominating
ee ts are turbulen e at gauge ori e and wind drift. For the log-linear

b,

oe ient

wind drift error produ es the largest deviation from the true value, whereas in

the

onstant

oe ient

distribution of

a

a

both ee ts are equally mat hed.

The deviation in the

produ ed by gauge turbulen e is approximately half of that by

wind drift. It should be noted that gauge turbulen e produ es signi ant bias in the
distribution of

a,

as it

auses the gauge to

onstantly underestimate the snowfall.

The relative importan e of ea h error sour e for the 30. January 2008
a fun tion of range from radar is depi ted in Fig.

7.7 a).

The gure shows the

standard deviation of ea h error sour e relative to that of all errors
ombined standard deviation is

ase as

ombined. The

al ulated using

Stot =

sX

Si2

i

where

Stot

denotes the

ombined standard deviation and

Si

denotes standard devi-

ations of the individual error sour es. It should be noted that the relative
tions do not add to unity be ause of the nonlinear nature of the

ontribu-

ombined standard

deviation.
In the analysed

ase gauge turbulen e error dominates in the

short ranges and produ es no less than half of the

a

oe ient at

ombined deviation at any range.

The wind drift error starts to dominate at ranges greater than 75 kilometers.
In the

oe ient

b,

wind drift dominates other errors at all distan es. At

lose

range gauge turbulen e and wind drift are more or less evenly mat hed, but at 100
kilometer distan e and beyond wind drift produ es deviation of nearly three times
that of gauge turbulen e. For both
play a minor part, with systemati

oe ients, systemati

errors in gauge and radar

gauge error being barely noti eable. One should

however keep in mind the assumptions made about the magnitudes of both errors.
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Figure 7.5 Distributions for Ze (S) - relationship oe ients aused by independent
error sour es. Error sour es depi ted are: a) Wind drift error, b) Gauge turbulen e
error, ) Radar measuring error and d) Gauge measuring error. Distributions are
omputed from a data set of 1000 simulated Ze (S) - relationships. The true data is
generated using the relation Ze = 100S 2. Analysed ase o urred 30. January 2008
and drift error was al ulated at 75 kilometer distan e.
To understand how an in rease in wind speed ae ts the relative error magnitudes
the analysis was repeated for another snowfall
2008. The measured wind speeds and

ase. The

hosen

ase is 24. January

al ulated radar ree tivity variograms are

presented in Fig. 7.6. The main dieren e

ompared to the 30. January

wind speed, whi h is on average nearly twi e as high at ground level. It

ase is the
an be seen

from Fig. 7.6 a) that also the variability in wind speed is twi e as high than in 30.
January

ase.

The resulting values for ea h error sour e for the 24. January

ase is presented

in Table 7.2. Again, the wind drift error is presented for 75 kilometer range.
Both gauge turbulen e error and wind drift error in rease in magnitude as the
average wind speed in reases. However, the wind speed in this
high to redu e the

ase is su iently

at h ratio by more than 100%. This indi ates that the we have
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Gauge systemati

error:

Gauge turbulen e error:
Radar systemati

error:

Wind drift error:

G(S0 , 0.005S0)[mm℄
G(0.571S0 , 0.237S0)[mm℄
G(0, 1.0) [dBZ℄
G(0, 3.87) [dBZ℄

Table 7.2 Values for error sour es in the 24. January 2008 ase.
Gaussian distribution with mean µ and standard deviation of σ.
true snowfall value.

G(µ, σ) denotes
S0 indi ates the

ex eeded the domain of appli ability of the gauge turbulen e error parametrisation
(Eq.

7.3). For this reason only Z-S pairs with positive S values were

onsidered.

The resulting standard deviations for ea h error as a fun tion of radar range are
presented in Fig. 7.7 b).
The error
of 30.

ontributions of 24. January

ase are drasti ally dierent from those

a,

the gauge turbulen e dominates at all

January

ase.

In the

oe ient

distan es, with wind drift produ ing about half of the deviation produ ed by gauge
turbulen e at the most. For the
radar, but wind drift
The error

oe ient

b,

gauge turbulen e dominates near the

at hes up at 75 kilometer range and dominates from there.

ontribution analysis seems to indi ate that error

aused by wind drift

is on a par with the error by wind turbulen e at gauge ori e at all distan es. As
the latter is a knowledged as a signi ant issue in gauge measurements of snow, it
is implied that wind drift is an equally serious problem.
The two analysed

ases indi ate that the magnitude of wind speed is of great

importan e when estimating the relative
two

ontributions of the error sour es.

oe ients behave dierently, however.

The log-linear

oe ient

sus eptible to errors in radar ree tivity, as indi ated by larger
radar measuring error and wind drift error.

is more

ontributions by

Unsurprisingly, wind drift be omes

more important with in reasing range from radar, but more so for the
The wind drift error seems to

b

The

oe ient

b.

ontribute the most with relatively low wind speeds

m
m
in the order of 23
. At 5
the gauge turbulen e error dominates, resulting from
s
s
the in rease in both average wind speed as well as its variability. This indi ates that
gauge turbulen e error in reases faster than wind drift with average wind speed.
Wind speed greater than 5
estimate

Ze (S)

m
at ground level will most likely make any attempts to
s

- relationships using a radar-gauge pair futile, be ause of the error

(both deviation and bias) produ ed by gauge turbulen e.
The error

ontribution analysis presented here only a
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Figure 7.6 Variograms for wind speed and radar ree tivity fa tor for the 24.
January 2008 ase.

deviation in the distributions of

oe ients

a and b.

distributions is in the

a

aused solely by gauge turbulen e. This

oe ient

and is

The only signi ant bias in the

bias in reases signi antly with in reasing wind speed, as demonstrated by Eq. 7.3.
The bias

auses underestimation of the snowfall by the gauge.
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Figure 7.7 Standard deviations of dierent error sour es relative to that of all

errors ombined for Ze(S) - relationship oe ients a and b as a fun tion of range
from radar. Fig a) presents results for ase of 30. January 2008, Fig. b) for ase
of 24. January 2008.
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8 Dis ussion and on luding remarks
Based on the data presented in this study, the ee t of wind drift on radar measurements of pre ipitation varies from negligible to signi ant depending on a variety of
fa tors. These fa tors in lude, yet are not limited to, the spatial stru ture of pre ipitation, the prevailing wind eld, pre ipitation phase, radar measuring distan e, and
the desired spatial and temporal a
strongly

ura y of the end produ t. The ee t is therefore

ase- and appli ation sensitive, and it is unlikely that any kind of general

measure of wind drift error
wind drift

an be found. However, some general observations about

an be made based on the ndings of this study.

The median wind drift distan e in Finland ex eeds 1 kilometer mark at a radar
measuring distan e of around 60 kilometers, while 10 kilometer mark is ex eeded
at around 100 kilometer distan e. These two measuring ranges represent the ones
where wind drift should be taken into a

ount for high- and medium resolution hy-

drologi al produ ts, respe tively. Drift distan es in rease quasi-exponentially with
the measuring range, and at the maximum distan e of 250 kilometers the mean drift
distan e is in the order of tens of kilometers for all hydrometeor phases. The windiest 10% of the analysed soundings exhibit drift distan es ex eeding 100 kilometers
at 250 kilometer measuring range. Mittermaier et al. (2004) observed snowfall drift
displa ements 10-20 kilometers with an average fall distan e of 2.8 kilometers. These
results agree with the drift displa ement statisti s presented in this study.
When traje tory- orre tion is applied, its ee ts are obvious when

onsidering

instant measurements of radar ree tivity and instant quantities derived from it,
mainly pre ipitation intensity and visibility in snowfall.

When a single radar is

used, an area of unavailable bins appears at the upwind side of the radar. This area
is

aused by traje tories exiting the radar measuring area before interse ting with

the lowest PPI. The shape, size and lo ation of the area depends on the wind eld.
On the other hand, areas at the downwind side of the radar see improvements in
the representativeness of the ree tivity eld, as the pre ipitation originates from
areas

loser to the radar. Both ee ts be ome in reasingly apparent with distan e

from radar. At the downwind side, areas near the edge of the radar measuring area
re eive the largest benets.
La k and Fox (2007) presented

umulative dieren es between raw rainfall data

from CAPPI measurements and drift- orre ted rainfall.
mu h smaller measuring area and pure rainfall, the
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While they

onsidered a

umulative dieren es in their

study behave in a qualitatively similar way with the pre ipitation patterns in Fig.
6.7.
PPI traje tory- orre tion reveals one short oming in using a single radar for
snowfall dete tion. When moderate winds are present, as mu h as 20% of the radar
measuring area

an re eive surfa e snowfall that is undete table by the radar. On

the other hand, the measuring range in the downwind side is a tually longer than
the te hni al limit.

When the radar measuring area is xed, the net ee t is a

redu tion in ee tive radar measuring area. However, in many
outer range of radar measurements
drift

ases the nominal

ould be expanded downwind by applying wind

orre tion.

The ee t of wind drift on radar-measured QPE was dened by its
tion to the standard deviation of distributions of

oe ient

a

and

b

in the

ontribu-

Ze (S)

-

relationship. This ee t as well depends on the stru ture of the pre ipitation and
radar measuring distan e. Additionally, wind drift seems to have a more profound
ee t on the log-linear

oe ient

b.

Near the radar, wind drift is nearly on par

with wind turbulen e at the gauge ori e as an error sour e, although with wind
speeds ex eeding

5 ms

the gauge turbulen e is the dominating error. Turbulen e at

the gauge ori e produ es a notable underestimation bias in snow measurements.
The traje tory
mized,

al ulation method introdu ed in this work, if properly opti-

ould be used to operationally

orre t single radar PPI images using the

urrently valid wind eld from a weather fore asting model.
tionable whether the method
A multi-radar traje tory
intensive to
puted for

an be expanded to

It is however ques-

over an entire radar network.

orre tion using model winds may be ome unpra ti ally

ompute operationally. However, traje tory- orre tion

ould be

om-

ertain lo ations of interest (e.g. airports or highways) where real-time

determination of visibility or snowfall rate is

ru ial.

This study supports the hypothesis that ne resolution radar measurements of a
pre ipitating system with mu h small s ale stru ture are most prone to un ertainties
by wind drift.

This in turn supports the

and now asting of

laim that produ ts su h as visibility

onve tive pre ipitation would benet the most from wind drift

orre tion.
The

orre tion method used in this study is purely diagnosti , meaning it

an

not be used to fore ast where the pre ipitation measured aloft falls. Su h a produ t
ould be implemented using a method along the lines of Rasmussen et al. (2003). In
this method the wind eld would be estimated from radar CAPPI images and the
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measured e hoes are adve ted with the wind.
(where available)

Ground based wind measurements

ould be used to assist in wind eld estimation.

Using the es-

timated wind eld and an assumed verti al wind prole the traje tories
al ulated and the ground pre ipitation eld
eld should be

V − Vsr

less a

onstru ted. In this

ould be

ase the ground

al ulated using the fall streaks (i.e. from e ho to ground using winds

in Fig. 3.4) to produ e the

urrent ground eld. This kind of method, albeit

urate than one using real traje tories, should be fast enough to be produ ed

operationally over an entire radar network, even in a grid with 1 km
In order to understand the ee t of wind drift more thoroughly,
ments should be used in

2

resolution.

in situ

instru-

onjun tion with radar to validate the mostly radar-based

ndings of this study. Espe ially pre ipitation and visibility measurements with high
(in the order of few minutes) temporal resolution would be useful. Additionally, the
traje tory- orre tion should be implemented in a network of radars. The use of multiple radars would enable the study of wind drift over a mu h larger geographi al
area, possibly yielding further insight on the ee t of wind drift on pre ipitation and
visibility produ ts in an operational radar network.
The implementation of drift
tional

orre tion to operational produ ts will fa e addi-

hallenges. In this study drift- orre tion was applied to pure snowfall

The next step would be to take pre ipitation phase transitions into a

ases.

ount. This

would involve identifying the melting layer either from radar measurements or model
data and

orre ting the hydrometeor fall velo ity a

ordingly. This adds extra

om-

plexity to the algorithm and may or may not be feasible. The fall speeds themselves
depend on the pre ipitation type and phase and may produ e notable un ertainties
in drift distan es. Based on the fall speed data from se tion 4.1, variability in fall
speeds is greatest in the liquid phase, and rainfall is therefore most prone to unertainties. Corre t identi ation of atypi al pre ipitation su h as virga and hail,
as well as VPR

orre tion (preferably along the fall streaks, see Mittermaier et al.

(2004)) are also important, as they are

urrently una
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ounted for.
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Appendix A
Cal ulated wind drift displa ement statisti s from
years 2007 and 2008
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Table A.1 Wind drift displa ement statisti s for rain ases. Figure a) represents elevation of 0.2 degrees, gure b) 0.4
degrees and gure ) 0.6 degrees.
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Table A.2 Wind drift displa ement statisti s for sleet ases. Figure a) represents elevation of 0.2 degrees, gure b) 0.4
degrees and gure ) 0.6 degrees.
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Table A.3 Wind drift displa ement statisti s for snow ases. Figure a) represents elevation of 0.2 degrees, gure b) 0.4
degrees and gure ) 0.6 degrees.

Appendix B
Time series omparisons between traje toryorre ted and un orre ted radar ree tivity
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Figure B.1 Radar ree tivity time series from 23. November 2008. Lo ation
distan e from radar is 75 kilometers.
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Figure B.2 Radar ree tivity time series from 30. January 2008. Lo ation distan e from radar is 75 kilometers.
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Figure B.3 Radar ree tivity time series from 23. Mar h 2008. Lo ation distan e
from radar is 75 kilometers.
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